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I ADMINISTRATIVE OR(;ANIZATION
A. HISTORY AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
In July of 1992 Mr. Michael D. Gerry, chairman of the Gardner Redevelopment
Authority, contacted the Gardner Office of Planning and Community Development about the
community's status regarding its eligibility f r E.D.A. funding for a proposed industrial park.
In follow-up discussion with the planning office and Mr. William Fitzhenry of the regional EDA
Office, it was determined that while Gardne was within an approved area, it needed to prepare
a current O.E.D.P., as the most recent one had been approved by the E.D.A. in April of 1975.
In as much as the last report had been developed under the direction of the G.R.A., in
correspondence from Mr. Allen Gross, chairman, the Gardner Planning Board requested that
G.R.A. again take the lead role in preparing an O.E.D.P. In October, the Authority formally
accepted this responsibility and contracted with Mr. John Mullin through the Center for
Economic Development, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, to assist in its preparation.
Concurrently, the GRA proceeded to solicit participation from community representatives within
the labor market area.
In January of 1993 committee meetings, led by Mr. Lawrence B. Adams, Economic
Development Coordinator for the GRA and the Greater Gardner Industrial Foundation,
commenced and continued on a monthly basis through the summer. These meetings were
convened at the conference room of the Greater Gardner Chamber of Commerce and were
covered by reporters from The Gardner News. Early meetings reviewed the guidelines of the
EDA and developed methodologies and timetables for various components. Intermediate
meetings covered a presentation and analysis of regional data as presented very capably by
graduate students from the University of Massachusetts Regional Planning Porgram, and
discussions of the area's strengths and weaknesses. The latter meetings developed specific goals
and objectives, in coordination with recently completed Community Action Statements,
developed by all cities and towns in Massachusetts. The last committee meeting was held on
August 26, 1993.
The final report reflects and supports a regional approach to economic development,
with a recognition that some projects will have broad regional impact while others may have
local, but still critical, impact. There was an overriding sense that economic development must
proceed within a regional context. The committee requested that the GRA continue to play a
lead role in the assessment of progress on OEDP goals and objectives and to reconvene the
committee for the purpose of initiating yearly updates.
)t
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B. THE OEDP COMMITTEE
The Gardner OEDP Committee consists of 14 members who represent various
occupations and interests within the community, including the Gardner Redevelopment
Authority. The OEDP Committee's role in eveloping the OEDP is to review and comment on
draft sections of the plan and approve the final OEDP document. The Gardner Redevelopment
Authority is responsible for final approval of this document and is also responsible for the
overall coordination and oversight of the plan. The Gardner Redevelopment Authority will also
be responsible for providing periodic status reports on progress of the program and evaluating
the actual outcome of projects undertaken as a result of the OEDP.
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II BACKGROUND INFO]~ATION
A. THE AREA AND ITS ECONOMY
1. GENERAL DISCRIPTION OF THE AREA
THE REGION
Gardner is located in the Montachusett region in north central Worcester County,
Massachusetts. It lies about 50 miles west of Boston, and is bordered by metropolitan Worcester
about 25 miles to the south, southern New Hampshire to the north, east of Franklin County to
the west and western Middlesex County to the east. The political entities of this region are 5
communities known as Greater Gardner. Greater Gardner is typical of New England as its
rolling mountains, lakes and ponds, poultry, dairy and fruit farms can be observed throughout
the region. These communities, except the City of Gardner, are primarily residential
(bedroom) communities.
ESTABLISHMENT OF TOWNS
The hub of the Greater Gardner region is the City of Gardner which was previously
an industrial center for manufacturing furniture especially chairs. The City of Gardner was
referred to as the "Chair City of the World". Gardner was incorporated as a town on May 31,
1785 when Elisha Jackson submitted a petition to the Commonwealth, and the town was then
established on June 27, 1785 from parts of Ashburnham, Westminster and Winchendon.
Gardner was subsequently became the 39th city in Massachusetts on January 1, 1923. The
town of Ashburnham was established in 1736by the first settlers to the Canada township known
as Dorchester Canada. One year earlier, the Massachusetts General Court had awarded grants
to soldiers, or their descendants, who had taken part in King William's War in 1690, fighting
against French Canada. In 1765, the Massachusetts legislature accepted a petition by the
settlers to form a town. The town of Hullbardston was once a part of Rutland and became
a town in 1786. The town of Templeton before becoming incorporated in 1761, was a
township known as Narragansett Number Six. This township was created when 40 acre house
lots were allocated in 1735 to 120proprietors (or their heirs) for having fought in King Phillips
War (1675 - 1676). Finally the town of Princeton was incorporated in 1771. ( The city and
town data are as shown in Table 1)
Center for Economic Developme t, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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Table 1
Town Data 1990
Area
City/Town Population (sq. miles) Tax Rate Government
Ashburnham 5,433 41.00 $13.93 Open Town Meeting
Gardner 20,125 23.00 $14.17 Mayor, City Council
Hubbardston 2,797 41.95 $10.64 Open Town Meeting
Princeton 3,189 35.85 $16.44 Open Town Meeting
Templeton 6,438 32.42 $9.94 Open Town Meeting
Total/
Average
37,982 17.22 $13.024
Source: Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission.
DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographically Greater Gardner was settled in the early l700s. After the 1820swhen
the furniture industry began to expand immigrants (mostly French Canadians), came to settle
in Gardner. By the early 20th century European immigration was the dominant source for
population growth. In recent years new immigrants, mainly Hispanic and Asian, now constitute
3% of the region population. The population growth rate is was relatively high earlier in the
century, but then slowed drastically. Between 1960 and 1970, the population growth rate is
1.2% and between 1970 and 1980 the population growth was nearly stagnant with 0.18%.1 In
contrast, from 1980 and 1990, the population growth increased nearly 18%. (shown in Table
2). The projected population figures for 1995 and 2000 show rapid decline in this growth. The
detailed figures are shown in Table 3.
Doeriger, Peter B., Terkla, David G., and Topakian, Gregory C., ; Invisible Factors
in Local Economic Development, Oxford U iversity Press, 1987.
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Table 2
Total Population 19110and 1990
City/Town
Population
1980
Population
1990
Population
Change
1980-90
Percent
Change
1980-90
Ashburnham 4,075 5,433 1,358 33.3
Gardner 17,900 20,125 2,225 12.4
Hubbardston 1,797 2,797 1,000 55.6
Princeton 2,425 3,189 764 31.5
Templeton 6,070 6,438 368 6.1
Total/
Average
32,267 37,982 5,715 17.7
Source: Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commi sion.
City/Town
Table 3
Proiected Population 1995 2md 2000
1995 2000
1990 (percentage) (percentage)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ashburnham 5,433 5,812 6,321
(7.0) (8.8)
Gardner 20,125 20,668 21,671
(2.7) (4.9)
Hubbardston 2,797 3,084 3,445
(10.3) (11.7)
Princeton 3,189 3,348 3,580
(5.0) (6.9)
Templeton 6,438 6,866 7,438
(6.6) (8.3)
Total/ Average 37,982 39,778
(4.7)
42,455
(6.7)
Source: Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission.
ECONOMICS
The major economic activity of the community in its early years was agriculture
(poultry, dairy and fruit farms). The scenario later changed when Mr. James M. Come began
to produce chairs and employed several apprentices.2 Later these apprentices entered the
2 The Center For Economic Development, University of Massachusetts at Amherst; A
Revitalization Study: Main Street Returns For The Future, Gardner, Massachusetts,
1987.
-------------------------------------------------------------=-==Center for Economic Development, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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business for themselves realizing that manufacturing is more profitable than agriculture. In the
early years of the nineteenth century, chair anufacturing started as a cottage industry, then
expanded especially after the establishments of Heywood-Wakefield Company (1826),
Greenwood Associates (1827), S.K Pierce and on (1830), and E.H. Mahoney Chair Company
(1837).
The ports of New England, particularly Boston, provided initial advantages to the region.
Together with the opening of the Massachusetts Turnpike, commercial and industrial
development increased in the region. With these advantages, local manufacturers enjoyed
increased access to growing markets and prospered both within the New England region and
beyond. A second major stimulus for this region was a. growing surplus in low-wage labor
supply. The supply of labor came from young females from less productive agricultural
industries and a massive inflow of immigrants from Canada and Europe. A third factor was the
development of the railroad connecting Fitchburg, Leominster and Gardner to Boston (and then
later to Worcester). The railroad significantly expanded the markets for locally manufactured
goods and increased access to needed raw materials. 3
The boom of furniture manufacturing in Gardner brought many banks in the 1860s such
as First National Bank (1864) and Gardner Sa.vingBank (1868). With this advantage in 1900
there were about 18companies involved in manufacturing furniture (i.e, S. Bent& Sons (1867),
Conant Ball (1852), Nichols and Sons (1857) and the most successful Heywood-Wakefield
(1826).
Within 50 years chair making had become the dominant industry in the city. By the first
World War, when the European furniture industry was at a standstill, the City of Gardner was
exporting chairs overseas and large factories were constructed throughout the city. When the
City of Gardner adopted a city form of government in 1922, there were 60 manufacturing
companies, 39 of them involved in furniture manufacturing and producing over 4 million chairs.
The City of Gardner maintained its dominance for nearly a century but began declining after
World War II due mainly to the decline in the country chair industry. In 1991 there were about
. 10 furniture manufacturers in Greater Gardner (i.e, S. Bent & Sons, Inc., Conant Ball Co.
-Division of Shermag, Inc., Nichols & Stone Co. And Standard Chair of Gardner, Inc). In
that year there also was one furniture refinishing company and one furniture reupholstering
company still operating in the City of Gardner.
The demands of these industries for tools and machinery, combined with the developing
mechanical innovations of the local population and experienced immigrants from Europe,
generated a new local machines industry. The activities of these industries were fibre; tools
and stamping, chemical, screws and hardware, wheels and bassinets, woodworking machinery,
sheet metal works, electrical motors, stoves, firearms, iron products, ice cutting, printing, and
3 Doeriger, Peter B., Terkla, David G., and Topakian, Gregory c.,; Invisible In Local
Economic Development, Oxford University Press, 1987.
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time recorder. The most established company in these activities were Florence Stove (1884),
Hatton Printing Company (1923) and Simplex Time Recorder (1888).
When the Gardner Town Hall was built between 1859 and 1860, many stores started
doing retail business. These activities have seen many changes through the years. 4 Stores in the
early years of the century were all locally ow ed and at that time there were 13 stores involved
in various business such as clothing, furniture, fabric and textile, jewelers, market and hardware.
In 1925 came the era of the chain stores which were national organizations with hundreds of
branch stores throughout the country. All these stores sold a variety of apparel, small household
and furniture products..
Then around 1962 a new phase of retailing entered the Gardner scene which concentrated
groups of stores away from the downtown in order to provide more parking facilities. To attract
clients to these areas, stores promoted sales by offering goods at discount prices. Gradually
locally owned stores and the downtown declined from the tough competition. However, there
are several second generation stores still locally owned and operating.' The largest and the
oldest of this kind is the Goodnow Pearson Company.
FEDERAL AND STATE DESIGNATIONS
At present, a large portion of downtown Gardner has been zoned as a historic district
designated as the West Gardner Square National Historic Register District. Within the district
we can find the Gardner News Building and Heywood-Wakefield complex (which was the
world's biggest chair manufacturing plant). Recently a large portion of the complex was
renovated into modem apartments and professional offices.
LAND USE
Most of the land use in the region is residential with a small scale of commercial and
industrial land use in the downtown. The area of commercial and industrial land use for the
towns other than the City of Gardner are as follows; Ashburnhamtu.Of %), Hubbardston(0.05),
Princeton (0.03) and Templeton (0.11). There is a large portion of commercial and industrial
land use in the City of Gardner: almost 20% of the city's land base. The city has two existing
industrial parks, including the new Summit Industrial Park, totally more than 300 acres. The
town of Ashburnham has rezoned land to accommodate the Ashburnham Industrial Park which
is adjacent to the Summit Industrial Park.
4 Moore, Easter Gilman; History of Gardner, Massachusetts 1785-1967, Hatton
Printing, Inc. 1967.
5 Ibid.
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ZONING
All the communities except Templeton have zoning by-laws or a zoning ordinance.
Templeton will need to consider adopting zoning if the community wants to bring in a new phase
of development. In the City of Gardner and Ashburnham existing zoning is aggressively
pursuing a strategy to attract industrial development. The City of Gardner has also created a
water supply overlay for water supply protection.
CONSERVATION AREAS
There are four conservation areas in the Greater Gardner Region which are Ashburnham
State Forest (2,000 acre), Hubbardston State Forest (800 acre), Royalston State Forest (800
acre), Templeton State Forest (600 acre) and the Wachusett Mountain Ski Area and State
Reservation (2,000).
URBAN CENTERS
Ashburnham
Incorporated in 1765, Ashburnham began as a town of small woodworking factories,
but the town is now a rural and residential community of commuters to Fitchburg,
Worcester and Boston.
The City of Gardner
Once almost exclusively known for the production of high quality furniture, the City of
Gardner is today a diversified manufacturing and commercial center. The City of Gardner is
located on Route 2 which is a major toll-free east/west corridor between Boston and Western
Massachusetts. A network of highways also links the City of Gardner to Worcester to the south
and New Hampshire at the north.
The City of Gardner serves as the retail and service center for a trade area comprised of
12 communities and containing a population of 65,004 (1990). The primary trade area consists
of the city and five adjacent towns: Ashburnham, Hubbardston, Templeton, Westminster and
Winchendon. The secondary trade area encompasses an additional seven towns and extends its
radius approximately 10 miles from the existing trade area.
The city's role as a hub for the trade area is demonstrated by the presence of strong
regional facilities such as Mount Wachusett Community College Heywood Memorial Hospital,
and three large shopping centers including downtown Gardner. A 1990 merit study prepared
Center for Economic Development, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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for the University of Massachusetts estimated the total value of consumer demand within
Gardner's trade area to exceed $206 million.
Hubbardston
One third of Hubbardston's land is owned by the Metropolitan District Commission, and
there are still two large lumber mills in town. The town of Hubbardston is mostly rural, but
recently land has been bought for residential development.
Princeton
The town of Princeton was once a western resort town for Boston's business and social
elite, but today is a residential suburb of Worcester. Princeton appeals to professionals seeking
a scenic, rural environment. A large portion of Princeton is owned by the Department of
Environmental Management.
Templeton
The town of Templeton developed as four distinct communities: Baldwinville, East
Templeton, Otter River and Templeton Center, and they maintain their identities even today as
a rural and suburban to the City of Gardner.
EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
The existing infrastructure in this region is comprised of transportation access to major
roads, railroads and airport, sewer and water services, electricity, gas and telephone facilities.
The major roads that serve the entire region are Routes 2, 2A, 12, 31, 62, 68, 101, 119, 140
and 202. The Boston and Maine Railroad serves Ashburnham and the City of Gardner, while
The Providence and Worcester Railroad selves the City of Gardner. These two railroads
provide train services for commuters and goods, while the Gardner Municipal Airport provides
flight access.
Electricity is provided in all municipalities but sewer, water and gas service are limited
except for the City of Gardner. All the municipalities have either full-time or part-time fire and
police departments. The school systems and public libraries provide adequate services for the
region.
TRANSPORTATION LINKAGES
The transportation linkages for this region are through major roads, railroads and air
.~
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which provide public and private transportation for commuters to their destinations. The median
travel time is 26 minutes (the median travel time are 27, 20, 31, 27 and 23 minutes respectively
for Ashburnham, the City of Gardner, Hubbardston, Princeton and Templeton ).
2. NATURAL FACTORS
Natural factors can help define a region and present economic growth opportunities.
Resources for growth and materials for economic gain exist throughout Massachusetts. The
Greater Gardner Area is no exception to this rule. There are, however, constraints as well as
opportunities when dealing with natural factors and resource use issues. This section describes
the quality, quantity and location of natural resources. Included in this review will be surface
water, rivers and streams, soils, and general topography, The following section discusses
environmental constraints in more detail.
Natural resources have historically had a significant impact on the Greater Gardner Area
and its economy. Gardner's rise as a leading chair manufacturing city was made possible by the
ready supply of native timber. Local labor c t and milled the timber in order to prepare it for
use in the chair industry. In the past, every value-added level of the production process took
place on a regional level. This value-added process benefitted all the local inhabitants. It was
not long, however, until the chair industry put too great a demand on the local timber supply,
and it became necessary to import lumber. The existing timber supply is now predominantly
second growth pine and secession forest.
In addition to the now depleted lumber reserves, the region used to have a significant
agricultural base. Most of the old farms have reverted back to secession forest and most of the
once fruitful orchards have been abandoned. This loss of an agricultural base is typical of most
areas within the Commonwealth. .
SOILS
The vast majority of the soils within the Greater Gardner Area are comprised of very
deep, loamy and sandy soils formed in glacial till derived from granite, schist and gneiss on
upland till plains and moraine. A small percentage of the soils are comprised of very deep,
loamy and sandy soils formed in glacial outwash, lacustrine and alluvial sediments on outwash
plains and in stream valleys.
A great deal of the area is covered with second growth forest comprised heavily of pine.
The soil characteristics may offer both possibilities and constraints to economic development.
The sand and gravel deposits may be a reso rce that can be extracted for economic benefit.
Sand and gravel can be used as mix in the manufacture of cement or as dry fill that has good
drainage characteristics. Sand is also used on roads to improve winter driving conditions.
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The good drainage characteristics of sandy soils can also be a constraint, as liquid
pollution can move quickly through the porous material and seep into ground water and
aquifers. This may limit the desirability of some types of commercial and industrial
development in areas near groundwater, aquifers, or public water and recreational facilities.
The Greater Gardner Area of northern Worcester County is a relatively hilly area with
some sloping terrain that may limit economic choices or create added expenses. Any area with
a slope greater than 8% is often considered difficult to develop and therefor of limited use in
industrial development. This same condition oes, however, add to the area's scenic beauty and
enhances the quality of its recreational and t urism potential. These scenic qualities could be
advertised in order to attract outside visitors into the area, especially in the form of day trip
tourism, as the area is within easy driving distance of much of central and northern
Massachusetts.
In order for the area to benefit economically from any increase in tourist interest the area
must find a way to capture tourist dollars. The Greater Gardner Area currently has a high
capacity for overnight accommodations. The bed and breakfast industry common throughout
much of New England could be a potentially successful endeavor in the Greater Gardner Area.
This could help keep visitors in the area long enough to benefit the area's economy.
(Information gathered from "Forest Management Practices" Department of Environmental
Management: Division of Forest and Parks, Sept. 1992.)
RIVERS AND STREAMS
The Greater Gardner Area is located within three river basins: The Chicopee River Basin,
the Miller River Basin, and the Nashua River Basin. These three river basins are all part of the
Connecticut River drainage system and also form an integral part of the water supply system
leading to the major metropolitan areas in and around Boston.
River systems provide some of the richest types of habitat for diverse species Of fish,
plants, and animals. Healthy riparian corridors of rivers, river beds, river banks, floodplains,
soils, and plant and animal life make up some of the most productive biological systems in the
commonwealth. A healthy and clean river corridor system can help to purify water by filtering
out surface runoff and can act as an important part of the aquifer recharge system. Wetland
protection legislation, along with the Boland Amendment, have made protection of the river
systems an environmental priority and legal mandate in the state of Massachusetts.
The health of the river systems can also be a benefit to the region's tourist potential.
Canoeists, fishermen, and bird watchers comprise a growing throng of outdoor enthusiasts who
bring recreational money into an areas economy. .
The following is a partial inventory of rivers and streams within Ashburnham, Gardner,
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Hubbardston, Princeton, and Templeton.
-~
Table 4: Rivers and Streams
Source: An Atlas of Massachusetts River Systems: Environmental Design for the
Future. Amherst, University of Massachusetts Press, 1990.
Chicopee River Basin
Burnshirt River, Hubbardston
Canesto Brook, Hubbardston
West Branch of the Ware River, Hubbardston
Miller River Basin
Otter River, Templeton and Gardner
Beaver Brook", Gardner and Templeton
Nashua River Basin
Stillwater River, Princeton
Whitman River, Ashburnham
Wachusett Brook, Princeton
FLOODPLAINS
With any set of river systems there is a threat of flooding. The Greater Gardner Area,
with its relatively steep slopes and drainage c aracteristics, has well defined flood prone areas.
The following is an inventory of the floodplain regions within the study area (see table 5).
Table 5: Source: Floodplain Data, Flood Insurance Study, towns of Ashburnham,
Hubbardston, Princeton, Templeton, city of Gardner, Massachusetts, Worcester
County. Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, Federal Insurance
Administration, [1981].
Source/Location
of flooding
Drainage Area
Sq. Miles 10
Peak Discharge(cfs)
50 100 500
6 Beaver Brook has three National Pollution Discharge
System Permit .Site (NPDES)
Elimination
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Ashburnham
~' Philips Brook
at downstream corp. limits 7.5 1298 2161 2590 3594
at Factory Village Pond 5 1176 1956 2339 3210
at outlet Winnekeag Pond 2.1 1021 1692 2017 2712
Whitman River
at downstream corp. limits 8.2 816 1389 1701 2642
at Whitney Pond Dam 3.9 4-30 738 906 1416
. Gardner Information Missing
Hubbardston
Canesto Brook
at upstream corp. limits 12 613 987 1210 1900
above confluence; Natty
Pond Brook 5.95 358 605 740 1150
at a pt. 1,000'North of
Williamsville Rd. 3.96 246 413 503 780
East Branch Ware River
at downstream corp. limits 1 .6 452 762 931 1457
at upstream corp. limits 6.5 356 602 737 1142
Princeton Information missing
Templeton
D'stream of Maple S1. Bridge
gaging station, Turner Rd.
upstream, Gardner Rd. Bridge
4.7 905
33.7 675
20.3 480
1420 1695 2530
1055 1270 1865
750 895 1330
Another valuable natural resource within the area is an abundance of surface water .
This is a natural resource that can be used to attract recreational tourism and outdoor sport
enthusiasts. When seen in connection with the numbers of rivers and streams within the area
it shows the economic and recreational potential that exists due to these natural factors. The
existence of these water bodies, and the fact that the Greater Gardner Area lies within three
major river basins, indicates that there is a varied and interesting assortment of outdoor activities
possible. There is a great amount of land within the area that is state owned or otherwise
protected. This land exemplifies the outdoor recreational possibilities (see Table 6: SCORP
land). .
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STATEWIDE COMPREHENSIVE OUTDOOR ][ffiCREATION PLAN
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has a history and a tradition of developing and
maintaining areas for outdoor recreation. The Greater Gardner Area is no exception in this
endeavor with 25,785 acres designated as Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan
(SCORP) holdings. These lands provide a wide variety of recreational possibilities, from hiking
and picnicking to hunting and fishing. These areas are a valuable natural resource to the state
and to the area.
Table 6: SCORP land in the Greater Gardner Area
Source: Massachusetts Outdoors, Volume Two, "For Our Common Good" 1988-
1992.
Area,Sq.Miles Area.Sq.Acres SCORP acres
Ashburnham 38.8 24,832 5,134 (25%)
Gardner 21.3 13,638 5,228 (38%)
Hubbardston 40.3 25,818 3,697 (14%)
Princeton 35.4 22,650 4,076 (18%)
Templeton 31.3 20,913 7,650 (38%)
167.1 106,951 25,785 (24%)
EOEA OWNED LAND: GREATER GARUNER
Massachusetts has a tradition of maintaining open space and protecting natural resources.
The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs has actively pursued a policy of land acquisition
to increase the amount of protected open space and to help maintain a varied environment. State
owned land has many recreational uses and much aesthetic beauty. Many of the EOEA owned
lands overlap with the SCORP holdings found above.
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Table 7: Conservation and Recreation Lands in Greater Gardner.
Source: Conservation and Recreation Lands of the Commonwealth, Executive Office Of
Environmental Affairs, 1988.
Department of Environmental Management
NAME lUSE ACRES
Ashburnham Ashburnham State Forest Con 2,000
Gardner Gardner Heritage State Park P,K,H,I 90
Hubbardston Hubbardston State Forest Con 800
Princeton Wachusett Mt. T,XC,D 1,950
State Reservoir
Templeton Royalston State Park T,Con 800
Templeton Templeton State Forest T,Con 604
Department of Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Hubbardston
Princeton
Templeton
Watatuc Mt. Wildlife Sanctuary
High-Ridge-Gardner Wildlife M.A.
Moosehorn Pond Public Access Board
Susan B. Minns Wildlife Sanctuary
Birch Hill-Royalston Wildlife M.A.
10
140
3,210
139
2,018
Metropolitan District Commission
Hubbardston
Princeton
Princeton
Templeton
Ware Watershed
Ware Watershed
Wachusett Watershed
Ware Watershed
Water Resource Protection
Water Resource Protection
Water Resource Protection
Water Resource Protection
Total Acres
LAND USE KEY
K - Bicycling
T - Trails, hiking etc.
H - Historic Sites
I - Interpretive programs
XC - Cross Country Skiing
D - Downhill skiing
Con - Conservation
6,550
126
2
o
18,439
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INVENTORY of LAKES, PONDS, RESERVOIRS and IMPOUNDMENTS
The following is a compilation of lakes, ponds, reservoirs and impoundments in the
Greater Gardner Area. Waterbodies are often known by several names, those with multiple
names have the second name listed in parentheses. There are eighty-seven water bodies either
completely, or partially, within the Greater Gardner Area. The total area covered by the
waterbodies is 3,701 acres.
As with other open space and water resources these waterbodies also provide a range of
recreational possibility.
Table 8: Waterbodies in the Greater Gardner Area
Source: Compilation of Lakes, Ponds, Reservoirs and Impoundments; The
Massachusetts Clean Lakes Program. Division of Water Pollution Control 1989
NASHUA RIVER BASIN
TOWN
Ashburnham/Gardner
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Princeton
Princeton/Westminster
Princeton
Princeton/Holden
Ashburnham/Westminster
Princeton
Gardner
Ashburnham
Princeton/Westminster
Princeton
Ashburnham
CHICOPEE RIVER BASIN
TOWN
Templeton
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
WATERBODY NAME
Lake Wampanoag (Nashua Res.)
Whitney Pond
Winnekeag Lake (Rices Res.)
S ow Pond
Wachusett Lake
Paradise Pond
Quinapoxet Res.
So. Ashburnham Res.
Glutner Pond
Hobbys Pond
Lincoln Pond (Mud Pond)
Crow Hill Pond
Echo Lake
Factory Village Pond (Phillips)
WATERBODY NAME ACRES
ACRES
218
14
118
17
124
63
261
106
5
9
33
11
3
5
61
5
35
44
3
23
82
Stone Bridge Pond
Tannery Pond
Waite Pond
VVilliamsville Pond
Natty Pond
Perry Hill Pond
Lovewell Pond
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Hubbardston Marean Pond
CHICOPEE RIVER BASIN (CON'T)
TOWN WATERBODY NAME
Hubbardston/Westminster
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
Hubbardston/Princeton
Hubbardston
Hubbardston
MILLERS RIVER BASIN
TOWN
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Ashburnham/ Ashby
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Ashburnham
Ashburnham/Winchendon
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner/ Athol
Templeton
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
..~
Mare Meadow Pond
Moosehorn Pond
Cunningham Pond
Annacomet Pond (Comet Pond)
Bemis Rd. Pond
Bennett Pond
Bickford Pond (Ropers Res.)
Brigham Pond
Burnshirt Hills Pond
WATERBODY NAME
Marble Pond
Stodge Meadow Pond
Watatic Pond
Lower Naukeag Lake
Little Watatic Mt. Pond
Upper Naukeag Lake
Ward Pond (Billy Ward Pond)
Chesire Pond
Wallace Pond
Sunset Lake
Bents Pond
Travers Pond
Parker Pond
Snake Pond
Partridgeville Pond
Stump Pond
Perley Brook Res.
Ramsdall Pond
New Cemetary Pond
Shiner Pond
Quag Pond
Cowee Pond (Marm Johns Pond)
Drive-in Theater Pond
Kendall Pond (Hines Pond>
Crystal Lake
ACRES
ACRES
15
110
28
260
6
316
51
10
44
300
9
4
26
6
39
1
53
20
17
2
1
20
5
23
147
2
275
62
28
127
14
2
54
45
5
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MILLERS RIVER BASIN (CON'T)
TOWN WATERBODY NAME
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner IWestminster
Hubbardston
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton
Templeton/Winchendon
ACRES
Murdock Pond
Hilchey Pond
Dunn P nd
Howe Hill Pond
Wrights Res.(So.Gardner Res.)
Bents Pond
Candlelight Pond
Depot Pond (Railroad Pond>
Cook Pond
Day Millpond.
Otter River Impound
Greenwood Pond
Ridgley Pond
Brazil Pond
East Templeton Pond
Lord Road Pond
Bourn-Hadley Pond
Hansel Pond
Beamon Pond
2
11
18
5
128
31
8
17
4
13
25
7
16
28
10
27
2
2
MEAN ALKALINITY OF SURFACE WATER
With so much surface water in the Greater Gardner Area the question of water quality
arises. Unfortunately, acid rain has had an adverse impact on the quality of the water in the
area. While much of the Northeast has experienced some acidification, the Greater Gardner
Area has been acutely effected with much of the surface water rated critical or acidified. Data
on surface water has been compiled by the Massachusetts Acid Rain Monitoring Project (ARM)
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The data has been classified into six categories
based on alkalinity. These classifications are:
* Acidified
* Critical
* Endangered
* Sensitive
* Not Sensitive
Testing for the alkalinity standard has been done twice a year. Samples are analyzed for
acidity, alkalinity, and trace metals. Ashburnham has been listed in the Acidified classification
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level in the publication "An Environment At Risk; The First Annual Report on the State of the
Massachusetts Environment." Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, 1990. Gardner,
Hubbardston, Princeton, and Templeton have all been listed in the Critical classification.
Although the mean alkalinity of surface water does not yet interfere with the natural
beauty of the area, it does have a serious effect on aquatic life systems. Waters that remain
inviting and safe for recreational opportunities such as swimming and boating may be in the
process of becoming aquatic deserts, unable to support formerly common life forms.
RECREA TIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Along with standard recreational opportunities such as fishing, hiking, hunting, and
boating, Gardner has set a precedent on which to build up it recreational potential. The City
of Gardner has maintained a historic link to the past, and a link to its natural resources by
means of an annual ice harvesting at Crystal Lake ..
In late winter of each year ice cutting demonstrations connect participants and bystanders
to a time when there was a greater reliance on the surrounding natural resources. This
exemplifies the way in which outdoor events can act as a magnet to attract outside visitors to the
City of Gardner and to the area. _ '
In addition to the existing recreational facilities and state owned open space there exist
other potentials for recreation and tourism. Abandoned railways could be utilized as biking or
hiking trails. Many other areas of Massachusetts have successfully converted rail lines into
beneficial recreational use. The addition f recreational diversity could open up the retail
potential to meet a possible increase in demand for supplies of biking equipment or food and
drink associated with day hike and picnicking expeditions.
The importance of outdoor recreation. A full 65% of recreational money spent in the United
States is spent on outdoor recreation. In fact outdoor recreation spending is the fifth largest
spending category in the United States. The aggregate total for outdoor recreation spending in
1988 alone was in excess of $122 billion.'
In Massachusetts the economic value of open space was estimated to be $3 billion
annually in 1985 (An Atlas of Massachusetts River Systems; Environmental Designs for the
Future). Tourism, agriculture, hunting, fishing and forestry all contribute to this economic gain.
Spending on bird-related pastimes alone generated $71 million in sales of books, equipment,
nesting boxes and birdseed.
7An Atlas of Massachusetts River Systems: Environmental Designs for the Future.
University of Massachusetts Press., 1990.
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The abundance of natural beauty and open space available in the Greater Gardner Area is a
definite asset. The question becomes how the area can capitalize on the strengths of its natural
factors and profit from its wealth of resources without damaging the valuable natural systems
already in place.
3. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
Every region contains environmental possibilities for economic gain. However, in order
to plan for economic growth it is also necessary to recognize environmental constraints. This
chapter will identify some of the environmental constraints within the Greater Gardner Area.
Environmental issues such as endangered species of plants and animals will be identified.
Environmentally sensitive areas will be listed. Hazardous waste sites, solid waste disposal sites,
and sewage and wastewater treatment facilities will be discussed. Finally, areas of historic value
will be examined.
RAREandENDANGEREDSPEC~
Seventy-three vertebrate animal species, over 18% of Massachusetts' vertebrate wildlife,
are listed as endangered, threatened, or of special concern. Fourteen percent of Massachusetts
1,700 native plant species are also classified as endangered, threatened, or otherwise of special
concern by the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife. The most common reason for species decline
is habitat loss. The majority of rare and endangered plants and animals are wetland species.
The Greater Gardner Area is situated within three liver basins. Within these three river basins
are eight rare or endangered plants and six endangered animals.
Table 9: Rare Species
Plants: Bartram's shadbush, dwarf mistletoe, sand violet, terete arrowhead, long-beaked
bald-rush, golden club, climbing fern
Animals: common loon, American bald eagle", four-toed salamander, pied-billed grebe,
American bitten, Blanding's turtle
Source: An Atlas of Massachusetts River Systems; Environmental Designs for the Future
8 American Bald Eagles nest within the Quabbin Reservoir.
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Table 10: River Basins
The Greater Gardner area is situated within three river basins.
Source: An Atlas of Massachusetts River Systems; Environmental Designs for the Future
Chicopee River Basin
Nashua River Basin
Millers River Basin
total
Total Drainage Area Water Bodies
721 Square Miles 31,586 Acres 9
530 Square Miles 6,818 Acres
392 Square Miles 3,540 Acres
1.643 Square Miles 41.944 Acres
HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
Enacted in 1983, Chapter 21E of the Massachusetts General Laws provides the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) with the authority to investigate and confirm
sites contaminated from oil and hazardous materials. Site discovery and overseeing cleanup of
confirmed sites are major mandates of the DEP. There are more than of 5,200 sites and
potential sites under investigation within Massachusetts.
Sites listed as 21E in Massachusetts are categorized in the following way:
REMEDIAL: sites at which a remedial action has been completed and for which
no further actions are planned.
CONFIRMED: sites where releases of oil and/or hazardous materials have been
confirmed and which require further action.
WAIVER: confirmed non-priority sites where DEP has authorized a private party to
proceed with the cleanup actions without further DEP oversight.
DELETED: locations which are not disposal sites, or where information exists
which indicates that no further assessment or cleanup action is warranted.
LOCATION TO BE INVESTIGATE (LTBI): locations DEP considers
reasonably likely to be disposal sites.
The Greater Gardner Area has 29 sites listed in the master index of all sites and
locations. Twenty-four of the 29 sites are located in Gardner:
9 The.Quabbin Reservoir area accounts for 25,000.
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Table 11 : Hazardous Waste Sites: List of Confirmed Disposal Sites and Sites to be
Investigated, 1992, published by the Office of the Secretary of State.
Sites Confirmed ·LTBI Waiver Delete
Gardner 24 12 9 2 1
Hubbardston 2 1 1 0
Princeton 2 2 0 0
Templeton 2 1 1 0
TOTAL 30 13 10 3 1
Contamination from hazardous materials such as oil and other waste byproducts
endangers people, property, and the environment. Until these sites have been adequately cleaned
up,they pose a serious health risk and form a definite environmental constraint. How this risk
affects the local economy and its potential is open to debate. However, should uncontained
toxins permeate the surface waters or aquifers, the chance of containing the contamination is
slim. This could definitely hamper economic development and foster a sense of environmental
despair. It is usually much easier to contr I the spread of toxic waste before it reaches any
water source.
Under statutory law the responsibility for clean up generally lies with the potentially
responsible parties (PRP). The DEP works with the PRP in order to develop recommendations
for rectifying the situation. For each confirmed priority disposal site a feasible permanent
remedy must be completed within four years. If a feasible permanent remedy is not possible
then an initial response action must be enacted and a plan for implementing permanent remedial
measures must be developed. For a more c mplete listing of 21E sites in the Greater Gardner
Area see table 12.
Table 12 : Source: Master Index of all sites and locations, Greater Gardner. List of Confirmed
Disposal Sites and Locations to be Investigated, 1992; Bureau of Waste Cleanup, Department
of Environmental Protection, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs.
SITE NAME ADDRESS STATUS
GARDNER
AI's Service Station
American Legion Post 124
Cal's Citgo
Collier-Keyworth Co. No.2
Collier-Keyworth Co. No.3
Collier-Keyworth Plant #1
17 Pearson Blvd.
22 Elm St.
214 Main St.
Parker St.
208 Coleman St.
1 Tuttle Place
Confirmed
L.T.B.!.
L.T.B.!.
L.T.B.!.
L.T.B.!.
Waiver
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Cumberland Farms 9-11 Pearson Blvd. Waiver
/~ Fitchburg Gas & Elee. Mfg. Logan St. L.T.B.!.
FMR Speedway (C.K. Smith) 487 Chestnut St. Confirmed
Gardner Auto Sales 119 Pearson Blvd. Confirmed
Gem Industries 314 Main St. Confirmed
Getty Oil Company 221 Main St. Confirmed
Harrington and Richardson 60 Industrial Rowe Confirmed
Hirons Upholstery 29 Maple St. Confirmed
Mailman Steam Cleaning 140 So th Main St. Confirmed
Manca Bros. Property 435 Main S1. L.T.B.I.
MCI Gardner Chapel St. L.T.B.!.
Northeast Gas/Sahagen West Broadway St. L.T.B.!.
Rouisse Property 20 Pear on Blvd. Confirmed
S. Bent Company 88 Winter St. L.T.B.!.
Speedway Gas Station 181 East Broadway St. Confirmed
Stewart's Garage 492 Main St. Confirmed
Sure Oil/Old Colony 119 Pearson Blvd. Deleted
Wakefield Place Apts. 206 Central St. Confirmed
HUBBARDSTON
Ken's Grocery Main St. Confirmed
Wain Roy, Inc. Rt. 62 Waiver
PRINCETON
Sahagen Oil Co. Hubbardston Rd. Rt. 62 Confirmed
TEMPLETON
Birch Hill Reservoir Millers, Otter Rivers L.T.B.!.
Lilly Industrial Coatings Athol Rd. Confirmed
.~
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WASTE DISPOSAL/SEW AGE TREATMENT
Waste disposal and sewage treatment are two great concerns throughout the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Without proper facilities the prospects for economic
development may be severely limited. Sewer systems replace septic leaching fields that may
have detrimental effects on groundwater or aquifer systems. Many solid waste disposal facilities
are rapidly reaching capacity and face imminent closing. Furthermore, there is legislation in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives that could mandate the immediate closing of all unlined
waste disposal facilities in the commonwealth. This could cause severe problems for any
effected community as facility siting is difficult and there is a great cost associated with new
facility installation.
The following tables show the current situation in the Greater Gardner Area
regarding the sewage treatment and waste disposal facilities.
Table 13: Sewage Treatment in Greater Gardner Area.
Source: An Environment At Risk; The First Annual Report on the State of the
Massachusetts Environment. Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, 1990
Municipal Sewer Only: Ashburnham
Publicly Owned Treatment Works: Gardner, Templeton
Individual on-site Sewage Disposal: Hubbardston, Princeton
Table 14: Solid Waste Disposal in Greater Gardner Area.
Source: The Massachusetts Solid Waste Master Plan: "Toward a System of Integrated
Solid Waste Management" Second Draft Prepared By: Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Solid Waste
Management. 1989
Municipalities Served By Regional Landfills;
none
Munlclpalftles'Served By Regional Commercial Landfllls:
none
Municipalities Under Contract With Waste Combustion Facility:
Princeton
Municipalities Served By Single Municipal Landfills.
Ashburnham, Gardner, Hubbardston, Templeton.l"
lOUmdfill is unlined.
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It is clear that solid waste disposal i an important issue in the Greater Gardner Area.
Towns nearing capacity at their facilities, or that have unlined landfills, must start planning for
the future of waste disposal. New landfill sites must be sought, or a regional approach needs
to be investigated. Solid waste disposal is an issue that cannot be ignored or put off.
RECYCLING: THE OPPORTUNITY TO RE-USE
Recycling waste material is becoming a necessity in order to control the rate at which
waste disposal facilities reach capacity. Many recyclables can be sold to raise revenue, and
there is a growing awareness of the imperative need to control the loss of finite resources in
Massachusetts. Glass, paper, aluminum and some plastics can be successfully reclaimed through
active recycling programs. Recycling may meet with some initial opposition but it is fast
becoming a way of life for the majority of citizens and can be successfully implemented where
not in place.
Table 15 : Recycling in Greater Gardner Area.
Source: The Massachusetts Solid Waste Master Plan: "Toward a System of Integrated
Solid Waste Management" Second Draft Prepared By: Environmental Affairs,
Department of Solid Wa~teManagement. 1989
Municipalities Participating in Recycling:: Ashburnham, Gardner, Princeton
Municipalities Not Recycling: Hubbardston, Templeton
Communities not engaged in an ac ive recycling program need to look into this
possibility. A failure to due so could lead to a scramble to find outlets and markets for recycled
materials should the time come when a sound ecological idea becomes a legislative mandate.
GREATER GARDNER AREA REGISTERED HISTORIC AREAS
The Greater Gardner Area contains 211 properties listed in the Massachusetts Registry
of Historic Places. Gardner has 67 of the properties listed and Templeton has the remaining 144
properties (see table 16). These rich historic characteristics can be used as a drawing card in
order attract tourists into the area. There may be a way to capture tourist dollars while
promoting the rich cultural and historical heritage embedded in the architectural design of this
traditional New England setting.
,~
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Table 16: Registered Historic Areas of Gardner
Source: State Register Of Historic Places/1991, Massachusetts Historic
Commission.
GARDNER
NAME # PROPERTIl~S
Elm Street Fire House 2
58 Elm Street
First Ministers House 1
186 Elm Street
Garbose Building 1
309 Central Street
Heywood-Wakefield Company Complex 5
206 Central Street
Lake Street Fire Station 1
2 Lake Street
Levi Heywood Memorial Library 1
28 Pearl Street
Partridge, Jabez House 1
81 Partridge Road
Smith, F.W. Silver Company 1
60 Chestnut Street
West Gardner Square Historic District 53
(Garland Square), Roughly bounded by City Hall
Ave., Pleasant, Connors, Parker and Central Sts,
and Providence and Worcester RR tracks
TEMPLETON
NAME
Baldwinville Village Historic District
Elm, Pleasant, Memorial, South Main,
Main and Circle Sts.
Templeton Common Historic District
Athol, Gardner, Hubbardston, Dudley,
Wellington and South Rds.
# PROPERTIES
106
38
OTHER PLACES OF HISTORIC INTEREST
In addition to the sites that are registered as historic areas, the Greater Gardner Area has
many places of historic interest. Much of the uptown region of Gardner is of great historic
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value. The Town Common was the early centerpiece of life in eighteenth century Gardner.
Much of this area became a fashionable place in which the early captains of industry and leading
citizens of the day chose to build homes. In addition to impressive residential homes, there are
important historical features such as the Elm Street Fire House (which is a registered historic
place) and the Smith Silver Shop. The Gardner Uptown Historic District is a distinctly separate
place from the West Gardner Square Historic District. While the West Gardner Square District
became the hub of commercial and industrial activity in Gardner, the Uptown District has
remained primarily residential and privately owned.
Remaining as a distinct and historically interesting part of Ashburnham is Meeting House
Hill. This area was originally selected as the site for the first town Meeting House. Both
religious and civic meetings took place in the early structure. The building is no longer standing
but the area of Meeting House Hill is preserved as open space. The School Boy Statue designed
by Bela L. Pratt is located at the base of Meeting House Hill. Additional areas of historic
interest in Ashburnham are the old town animal pound where stray animals were kept, and the
old powder house which was built in 1798. The original cemetary is situated nearby and is
domonated by a Celtic Cross similar in design to one that stood on the island of Ionia off the
shore of Scotland.
Hubbardston was the home of two significant figures in history. Adam Wheeler was a
captain in the Revolutionary War and later became a major participant in Shay's Rebellion.
Jonas Clark established several mercantile enterprises in Hubbardston and later sold mining
supplies in California gold fields. When he returned to Massachusetts he gave a million dollars
toward founding Clark University in Worcester. In 1874 Jonas Clark funded the construction
of the Hubbardston town library, considered one of the finest structures in Massachusetts when
erected. Today the library is still in use an is located near the old home of Jonas Clark.
Princeton's traditional New England tyle white wood frame structures preserve a taste
of earlier times. The church steeples and town common represent the typical village form of
eighteenth century Massachusetts. Situated high on a plateau, the views encompassing the
surrounding landscape are both inspiring and. uplifting. A trip through Princeton harkens back
to a simpler era of great historic interest.
Templeton's Commons came into existence soon after the 1761 incorporation of the town.
The Common remains much the same as it d.id over two hundred years ago. Nearby points of
significant historic interest include the First Church of Templeton, built in 1811, and a four
column Greek Revival building designed by Artemas Lee, a Representative to the General Court.
Lee planted ash trees which still stand on the Common. Also on the Common is a six column
Greek Revival Home built in 1845 by John Boynton, the founder of Worcester Poly Technical
Institute. Alongside the Boynton homestead is the Quenn Anne style Boynton Library, and the
nearby Narragansett Historical Society housed in a brick Georgia style building.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
The existence of constraints on local economic development due to the needs of
environmental stewardship may serve as a limiting factor when attempting to attract certain types
of growth or industry. However, as was suggested in the previous section, sensitive
environmental conditions can serve as an attraction for certain environmentally sound recreation
and tourism. While it would certainly be unconscionable to allow unlimited access to areas
containing rare or endangered species of plants and animals, it may be possible to nurture and
utilize their existence in a way that promotes a diverse ecosystem. This could, in turn, promote
the Greater Gardner Area as a region of environmental interest worthy of a visit. The new and
rising field of "EcoTourism" may find a place in the natural regions of the Greater Gardner
Area.
Likewise, a constraint to unbridled development, such as is found in areas designated as
historic interests, can also be viewed as an opportunity. The fact that each of the five
municipalities has areas and sites of historic and scenic significance may promote tourism. The
Heritage Park Museum in Gardner could act as a lynch pin connecting visitors to historic
settings. A central historical information guidance center located in the museum could serve to
promote the region's rich historic and cultural potential. If visitors can be enticed to explore
the region's historic past and scenic present, there may be a way to effectively capture the tourist
industry money that could substantially benefit the regional economy.
4. POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY
The Gardner Economic Development District (GEDD) is. comprised of five
municipalities; Ashburnham, Gardner, Hubbardston, Princeton, and Templeton. These towns
are all within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' Worcester County. The county seat is in the
city of Worcester. The GEDD is in the Third Congressional District and is served by House
of Representatives Member Peter Blute.
The GEDD does not all lie within a single State Senatorial District as the towns of
Ashburnham, Hubbardston, and Templeton are in the Worcester, Franklin, Hampden,
Hampshire District. Their State Senator is Democrat Robert D. Wetmore. Princeton and
Gardner lie within the Second Worcester "Middlesex" District. Their Senator is Robert A.
Antonioni.
Ashburnham, Gardner, and part of Templeton lie within the Second Worcester House
District and are served by Massachusetts House member Robert D. Hawke, a Republican.
Hubbardston, and part of Templeton lie within the First Worcester House District and are
served by Mary Jane McKenna, a Republican. Princeton lies within the Twelfth Worcester
House District and is served by William Constantino, Jr. a Republican.
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TOWN GOVERNMENTAL FORM
The City of Gardner employs a Mayor-Council city government form with eleven elected
council members. Mayor Charles J. Manca is in his second term of office. The city hall
address is 95 Pleasant St., Gardner, MA 01044. There are 9,420 registered voters in Gardner.
The remaining four towns all employ the traditional New England Open Town Meeting
form of government, each elects 3 selectmen. Ashburnham Town Hall is located at Main St.,
Ashburnham, MA 01430. Margaret Whitney is the Chairperson of the Board of Selectmen, and
Christopher Raths is the Town Administrator. There are 2,908 registered voters in
Ashburnham.
Hubbardston Town Hall is located n Main St., Hubbardston, MA 01452. Dennis
O'Donnell is the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen. There are 1,713 registered voters in
Hubbardston.
Princeton Town Hall is located at 6 Town Hall Dr., Princeton, MA 01541. Anne B.
Littlefield is the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen and Paula Juliano is the Town Executive
Secretary. There are 1,947 registered voters in Princeton.
Templeton Town Hall is located at Main St., Otter River, Templeton, MA 01436.
Linda Parviainen is the Chairperson of the Board of Selectmen. There are 3,373 registered
voters in Templeton. Templeton is actually composed of four separate villages situated within
the town.
Gardner and Princeton operate school systems. Gardner has a grade plainfor 1-3, 4-6,
7-8, 9-12, and the Superintendent is Michael Pregot. The address is 130 Elm St., Gardner,
MA, 01440. Gardner also participates in #832 Montachusett Vocational-Technical School.
Princeton has a grade plan for K-6, 7-8 and the Superintendent is Robert D. Conn. The
address is 1128 Main St., Holden, MA, 1520. Princeton also participates in SS #664
Wachusett.
Ashburnham, Hubbardston, and Templeton do not operate school systems. Ashburnham
participates in SS #610 Ashburnham-Westmi ster. Hubbardston participates in SS #753 Quabbin
and SS #832 Montachusett Vocational-Tech ical School. Templeton participates in SS #720
Narragansett.
,
i
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COURT DISTRICTS
The Gardner District Court, located at 108 Matthews St., Gardner, MA serves the city
of Gardner and the towns of Hubbardston and Templeton. The Leominster District Court,
located at 29 Church St., Leominster, MA serves the town of Princeton.
RIVER BASIN BOUNDARIES
The GEDD also lies within three major river basins (see Natural Factors), the Chicopee
River Basin, the Millers River Basin, and the Nashua River Basin. While these may not be
recognized as traditional political boundaries, they are served by watershed councils. River
basins provide an organic distribution of land forms and geographic characteristics. When
dealing with natural factors, environmental conditions and environmental constraints, the systems
at work within these areas should be kept in mind and held in high esteem.
Chicopee River Watershed Council
P.O. Box 148
Chicopee, MA 01014
Millers River Watershed Council
P.O. Box 23
Athol, MA 01331
Nashua River Watershed Council
P.O. Box 7613
Fitchburg, MA 01420
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5. DEMOGRAPHICS & LABOR
INTRODUCTION:
The attempt to better understand a community, or set of communities, can be greatly
enhanced by demographic data. The OEDP process seeks to build a working inventory of these
communities from which they can assess their strengths and weaknesses and also update their
data on a annual basis. By collecting, processing and analyzing the data we can better ascertain
the direction the community is heading. Equipped with a credible inventory, the planner and
general public can witness not only the dynamics of the region, but more importantly, gain a
better understanding of themselves and others. This section strives to shed light on some
important factors affecting the region over time. Finally, key "indicators" will be examined with
the objective of facilitating a flow of information to the communities involved.
POPULATION
During the 1980s the US. population grew at a rate of nearly 10% and is expected to
continue close to this rate to the year 2000. In contrast, during this same period the population
growth of the Northeast was only 3.4%, the second lowest growth rate in the nation."
Factors effecting population growth generally involve: migration, immigration and
natural increase patterns. High in-migration accounts for almost 67% of the population growth
in the U.S .. When looking at the Northeast we notice a high level of out-migration coupled with
declining immigration both of which offset the natural rate of population growth. Furthermore,
in the next century immigration is expected t add more to the U.S. population than will occur
through natural increase (that is, births exceed deathsj.'?
For the state of Massachusetts population increases were held to 4.9% from 1980-1990
(slightly higher than the Northeast figure 3.4%)13. Massachusetts' growth rate is expected to
slow to around 1.2 % in the 1990s. When examining the counties within the state we notice that
growth rates range from a low of -4 % in Berkshire County to the high of 9.8 % in Worcester
County. Worcester is expected to slow to a level of 7% in the 1990s, but this still represents
an area of high population growth.
Inside Worcester County rest five communities making up the "Greater Gardner Region"
11 Mount Wachusett Community College, External Environmental Scan, Gardner MA,
1993. p.l.
12 Ibid, p.l.
13 MISER, STF3 Census Data 1980-90. University of Massachusetts, 1990.
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(Ashburnham, Gardner, Hubbardston, Princeton and Templeton). The total population of the
Greater Gardner Region has grown from 32,267 in 1980 to 37,982 representing a growth rate
of nearly 18% (see figure 1).14 Although all the
communities experienced a high growth rate, the
town of Hubbardston grew by more than 50% over
the 1980s. Princeton's growth rate was nearly 40%
and Ashburnham's more than 30%. Gardne settled
in at nearly 14% and Princeton was stable at 6%.15
GREATER GARDNER REGION
POPULATION 1990
Princeton
(8.4%)
(7.4%)
Hubbardston
This variance in growth rates has led several
communities to experience some difficulty in
providing services to their growing populations (with
the exception of Princeton). In providing services a
city or town must collect taxes in the form of
property and excise taxes and user fees. In order to
Source: MISER, UMASS.1990.
~'igure 1
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meet the needs and demands of the community the city or town must strive to create a cash flow
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Source: rvnSER. UMASS. 1990.
0-4
14 MISER, STF3 Census Data 1980-90., University of Massachusetts. 1990.
15 MISER, STF3 Census Data1980-90,University of Massachusetts, 1980-90.
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whereby both young and elderly can receive the benefits from the working population
-'~ (dependency ratio);"
Figure 2 illustrates that this flow may not be healthy for the City of Gardner. The high
number of persons between 45-64 represent a possible crisis for future residents. In 1990, the
population demographics for the City of Gardner appear to indicate a positive distribution as
nearly 62% leaving 38% as dependant. Having a dependency ratio of nearly 3:1, why has
Gardner become so economically depressed? What will another decade bring when many of the
62% shift into the dependency population? This question will be discussed further in section
(0).
Examining each community on a case by
case basis will provide us with a better
understanding of the nature and impact of the
problem. For example, the town of
Ashburnham, seen in Figure 3, shows a low
percentage of persons 18-24. Since the trend
has grown more severe since 1980,
Ashburnham must examine the issue and
determine its impact on future residents.
Considering the town's more than 30%
growth rate over the last decade, the pressure
to better manage this growth must be an
issue in preparing for successful growth
management and quality of life in this
community. Are the 18-24 population
simply leaving the area primarily for
educational needs or work? Have they been
returning in the recent past? Further
investigation is needed in order to include
this group in the community's future needs.
The distribution shown in Figure 4
illustrates the severity of Gardner's situation.
The younger groups of the population are
steadily in decline while the elderly
population increases. Coupled with the
distribution is the 14% growth rate which
appears to be adding to the elderly groups.
Gardner must investigate this issue to ensure
)l,GE DISTRIBUTION, 1989-90
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Figure 4
16 The dependency ratio is determined by measuring the number of working persons in a
community to the number of non-working persons (ie. elderly or children).
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that the trend shown over the 1980s continues. In contrast, the city must caution the size of
elderly groups as the large 25-44 group sifts out in the coming decade. Then, increasing
service demands of the elderly will surely
lead to crisis in managing the city's future.
Questions of stainable growth must be
addressed in order to gain a better
understanding of the current trends and their
impact on the community.
In 1980 the town of Hubbardston had a
population of 1,797 and this rapidly grew by
over 50% in the 1980s to reach 2,797 in
1990. With this rapid growth the town has
been faced with the dilemma of providing
services (both infrastructure and schools) to
its residents. Since most of the increases
have occurred in the 24+ groups it appears
that the town attracts older groups and their
subsequent children migrate out of the region
after completing high school (probably
because of insufficient employment
opportunities). The question arises whethe
the town can continue to attract the working
group (25-64) in the future. In addition,
Figure 5 illustrates that a large percentage of
the population is over 25 years which
underscores the urgency of Hubbardston
preparing for both a increase in elderly but
also school aged children.
AGE DISTRIBUTION, 1980-90
HUBARDSTON
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When examining the growth pattern
and distribution in the town of Princeton we Figure 6
notice that almost 40% of its population
resides in the 25-44 group. Similar to the other communities in the Greater Gardner Region,
it suffers the problems of an aging population with a shrinking level of 18-24 year olds. Again
we must ask whether the town has the capacity to handle a large influx of dependent groups as
the 45-64 move out.
o 0-4
Although, Princeton appears distinctly different than the other communities in this study
(according to income, for example), the population resembles a wealthy bedroom town with an
aged population. Will this trend continue? I so, what methods are in place to accommodate a
positive flow of elderly persons (those with sufficient resources to remain independent) and ward
off any potential problems in providing the igh services of today? The question of sustainable
.•
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Irm 1980 • 1990 I Source: MISER.,. UMASS.1990
growth again must be addressed.
Finally, the town of Templeton, with
its growth rate of only 6%, still shows a
fairly large increase in the older half of the
population. Interestingly enough, the 24%
population between 5-17 in 1980 did not
show their presence in the 1990 18-24 group.
This further illustrates the problems with all
communities in the Greater Gardner Region.
All show signs of aging populations and
declining percentage of 18-24 year olds. Can
these communities become vibrant with
such a population distribution? -Further study
is needed in order to better assess the severity
of the problem throughout the region.
,AGE DISTRIBUTION, 1980-90
TEMPLETON
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INDICATORS
In the attempt to expose the current and future direction of the Greater Gardner Region,
we have employed several key indicators commonly used to be a measure of distress in a
region. In this study we will examine each indicator in respect to: the individual communities;
the effect on the region; and the effects on economic development in the region.
A) ETHNICITY:
First, Figure 8 illustrates the ethnic
groups which are contained in the Greater
Gardner Region. Although minorities have
grown significantly since 1980, they remain.
slight compared.to the overwhelmingly white
representation. How does this factor or ratio
play out in the region? In 1990 the city of
Gardner contains almost 83% of all minority
groups. How does this effect Gardner's
economic development? What are minorities'
employment positions? Do they represent a
key to economic development and an
improvement to the community character?
Why are they so vastly under-represented in
these communities compared to the rest of the
POPULATION ETHNICITY: 1990
GREATER GARDNER REGION
Soon.: MISER, UMASS. 1000.
Figure 8
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state? With the high rental prices in Gardner, where are minority populations residing? Are
minorities integrated and contributing to the welfare of the region, or are there serious problems
with their integration? Questions like these need examination in order to best assess the value
of a culturally diverse region.
B) LABOR FORCE:
GREATER GARDNER REGION
LABOR FORCE 1990
TEMPLETONOne of the key aspects of the Greater
Gardner Region rests in its relative strength in
supplying a large work force coupled with an
equally compelling work ethic. The
traditional puritan values of hard labor for
profit still thrive today. Gardner's rich history
of manufacturing textiles, furniture and
silver-smithing to name a few, all contribute
to the sense of pride and craftsmanship.
Figure 9 illustrates the enormous strength of Figure 9
available labor in the region. Gardner makes
up almost half of the 20,000 strong. labor force. Whatever the attempt to attract industry,
whether light or heavy manufacturing, the benefits of a large and hardy work force are definitely
an asset to the region.
C) POVERTY & UNEMPWYMENT:
PRINCETON
HUBBARDSTON
ASHBIJRNHAM ~~~~-L-J--~-J
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Source: MISER, UMASS. 1990.
GREATER GARDNER REGION
Although the region has a large labor
force as an opportunity for economic growth,
the unusually high rate of poverty an
unemployment reflect some internal and
regional problems with the economic base.
In 1990 the city of Gardner approached an
unemployment level close to 10% (see Figure
10). In 1991 this further escalated to
11.4% .17 Strongly correlated with the
employment base in the region, the heavy
loss of manufacturing jobs in mature
industries has left many workers unemployed Figure 10
and unskilled in new technologies. Similar
to Gardner is Templeton, where unemployment rates reached nearly 9% in 1990. Again, the
loss of old manufacturing jobs has had a severe impact on the entire region. In order to
PRINCETON ~:
HUBBARDSTON
GARDNER :::::::;!;:;!;!;!::::::;:::::;:.!:.::;:.:-:::::::;!;::::::::!:::.:!;!:!:::!::;::!:!:.:::!:::!::::::::::::::;::!:::::!::, ,
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Source: MISER UMASS.1990.
17 MISER, STF3 Census Estimates, University of Massachusetts, 1992.
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facilitate new economic development, the region must: retrain the unemployed; provide aid to
the impoverished; and move away from mature industries towards .more sustainable
development (ie. tourism & hi tech services).
D) EMPWYMENT DISTRIBUTION:
Employment in the Greater Gardner
Region has witnessed some very dramatic
changes over the past decade. Much of
Gardner's manufacturing base has erod
with the decline of the furniture industry.
Figure 11 underscores this point. We notice
that not only has manufacturing suffered a
considerable loss but other categories
showing growth (ie. services) often offer
lower income levels for its workers.
Considering that the region has grown by
nearly 17% since 1980 the results seen are
not inspiring. Although Gardner contains
nearly 55% of the region's population in
1990, it only provided 50% of the region's.
employment distribution.
E) OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION:
EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION
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In terms of the occupational distribution of the region,
we notice that while the technical/
sales/administrative and managerial positions
are rapidly growing, losses can be found in
other areas such as agricultural and forestry
activities. With the major downturn in the
national and regional economy, what tasks are Farming, Forestry
these managers and administrators involved
in? The rapid economic growth in the
Worcester area has allowed people in the
Greater Gardner Region to enjoy the more ech/SalesJAdmln
"rural" life style while commuting out of the Managerlall Prof ~~~~~~~~~~-J
region for employment. .e
The problem encountered with high
commuter travel rests in the region's inability
to capture the economic benefits of housing Figure 13
these commuters. In other words, the
Precision Prod
Service
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commuters' money is largely spent outside the region as shopping and recreation are done while
~ en route to and from the work place. In order to reverse this process, the Greater Gardner
Region needs to create an atmosphere that attracts the commuter residents to spend some money
and time in their local communities. Downtown revitalization projects and recreational facilities
need to be in place before the trend can be significantly altered.
The indicator of median family
income well illustrates the great disparity that
exists in the region. For example, Gardne
has around $34,000 per average family while
Princeton holds a level over $60,000. Figure
14 may well be the most significant graph
depicting the difficult task of getting the
OEDP process to organize and commit five
distinct communities into one region
economic plan. High unemployment an
poverty account for much of Gardner and
Templeton's low level of family income.
With the large shift from local manufacturing
jobs to increased commuter traffic, the
distance from theWorcester or Boston area is Figure 14
reflected in the level of family income. Both
Princeton and Ashburnham, with shorter
commuting distances and relatively low densities, are at an advantage to the farther Gardner,
Templeton and Hubbardston. Until the region attracts new economic activity to local areas the
current trend of disparity will continue.
F) MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME:
G) EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT:
A key indicator in measuring a
community's well-being and future path is the
education attainment of its residents. In the
case of the Greater Gardner region, we notice
that both Templeton and Gardner score high
for the percentage of residents without a high
school diploma. Although Figure 15 studies
the population over the age of 25, we can
infer that this population has a major role in
Shaping both the children they produce and
the success of the region. Today's hi-tech
and increasingly higher skilled labor needs
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require more educational attainment in both academic and professional terms.
Similarly, when we examine the
proportion of residents having acquired no
higher than a high school diploma, we again
underscore the point that a large percentage
of the Greater Gardner Region's population
hold inadequate educational background to
move into today's rapidly changing labor
needs. Figures such as these should sen
notice to these communities that education
reform is necessary in order to have a place
in the state economy.
H) BACHELOR DEGREES
After examining the percentage of
residents without high school or as the
highest level, we next examine the number of
residents that hold a Bachelor's degree or
higher. This lends itself to better illustrating
the communities' readiness to move ahead
into a higher skilled employment market.
Figure 17 shows that while Princeton
consistently scores high success margins,
Gardner and Templeton continue to depict
communities that need better results in
educational attainment. Further study is
needed in order to test the correlation
between income levels in the community and
the level of educational attainment.
n PUBLIC ASSISTANCE:
Next, we examine the percentage of
children (0-14) in households with a public
aid recipient. This indicator will help
determine which communities in the region
require special consideration for this
population's needs and also indicate the
number of children in positions of poverty
and need. By gaining some idea how many
children are in these homes we can better
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understand the present and future impacts of this population in the region. Figure 18 illustrates
the need for Gardner to see their situation in clearer light. How is the city planning to aid these
children and provide the necessary opportunities to both them and their parents? Further
investigation is necessary to ensure these children a safe future and opportunities for personal
growth.
J) RATE OF SINGLE PARENTHOOD:
Strongly correlated with Figure 18 is
the percentage of children in a single family
home. Again, this exposes the need to
examine the children today in order to better
assess the region's direction. Figure 19
shows that while Gardner scores a rate
similar to the state and county average, the
other four communities score significantly
less. Has the isolation of these communities
helped maintain a low level of single parent
households? Is Gardner's high score simply
a result of being a city with many more
services (ie. welfare and housing services)?
Whatever the case, Gardner needs to examine
the plight of these children and families in
order to have all population groups participate
in future economic development.
K) AGING POPULATION:
0/0 Young (6-1 ) Living with a
Single Parent: 1990
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Next, we sought to study the
population change from 1980-90 for the City
of Gardner compared to the state of
Massachusetts. Doing so provides a better
understanding of Gardner's aging population
problem in relation to the state. We notice in
Figure 20, a very large shift (up to 11%)
between the persons aged 25-64. Since none
of the "dependency groups" are above the
state average Gardner should have a
favorable advantage in meeting its needs and Source: MISER, UMASS.l990.
services to its community. This might well L...F-igu-r-e-2-0-------------.I
be the most critical finding of this report and
more importantly, the biggest barrier in
Gardner's ability to thrive and pursue new economic development in the region.
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Gardner must
prepare for future needs and the increase of dependency groups as the large 25-64 groups shifts
out. High unemployment and poverty add to the city's difficulty in supplying more services to
the elderly.
While all communities attempt to
collect, administer and provide their services
to their residents, often they require external
aid from the state. Although most state aid
monies are for educational expenditure, other
areas such as police and fire can acquire funds.
State aid is - applied primarily to enable
communities to meet a minimum standard in HUBBARDSTON
providing basic services. We notice from
Figure 21 that Gardner and Princeton received
high levels of state aid per capita. Princeton's
figure can largely be attributed to the large
level of students coming into their community
from outside. Princeton's high schools
contains around 425 students. In contrast, Figure 21
Gardner has an average level of 170 students
in its high schools. The state aid figures underscore the severity of Gardner's position. As state
aid monies fluctuate in accordance to revenue levels Gardner must aggressively push for
economic development in order to secure a standard of services and a sound framework for
future generations.
L) LOCAL AID LEVELS:
SUMMARY:
LOCAL AID PER CAPITA
GREATER GARDNER REGION
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In conclusion, we notice from the population data that the Greater Gardner Region suffers
from a disproportionately aging population which will certainly become more acute in the
coming decade. In order to accommodate the aged, the communities of Gardner, Hubbardston
and Templeton specifically must caution thei demographics and act accordingly. If the current
trends of population and agedness continue, the Greater Gardner Region will have further
difficulties in supplying services through income from the working groups. Comprehensive,
long range planning needs to be sought out and implemented in order to meet the needs of
current and future residents of the region.
The indicator data shed some light on specific signals regarding the region's
characteristics. Notably is the anomalous position of Princeton in the region with regards to
income and educational levels. Perhaps the Economic Development Administration (EDA)
should reconsider the parameters of the Gardner Region. While the other communities show
Center for Economic Development, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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similar trends and circumstances some, like the City of Gardner, show definite signs of distress
(such as education and poverty). All must come to grips with their populations and indicator
signals and actively pursue a concerted and collaborative effort to combat these issues as a
region rather than the traditional stance of separate entities. The Greater Gardner Region must
build on their common strengths and weakne ses and begin to forge a "new" consensual strategy
for economic development.
Center for Economic Development, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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6. INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES
I. Housin2
The housing supply for the region is 15,337 units, of which 91.4% are occupied, and
8.6% or 1,314 are vacant according to the 1990 census. The average housing density is 91 per
square mile and the range varies from 390 in the City of Gardner to 25 in Hubbardston. The
average median gross rent is $511 per month, and median value is $134,460. Recently the
average median value decline to $114,000 ( for the first six months of 1992 the median value
is $93,000, $85,000, $90,000, $170,00 and $135,000 respectively for Ashburnham, Gardner,
Hubbardston, Templeton and Princeton ).18 Further details and data sources are shown in
Tables 3, 4 & 5.
Ashburnham
The median gross rent is $601 and the median home price is $123,400.
Tbe City of Gardner
The City of Gardner has a wide array of housing styles and options at prices below state
and regional averages. The median gross re t is $440 and the median home price is $111,900.
Before the recession, Gardner actually was enjoying something of a boom in popularity among
people working in Worcester or along the Route 128 corridor. By commuting a half-hour, these
folks found they could often get a nicer house at lower cost than they would close to the bigger
cities. The future looks bright; when the economy recovers and the housing market recovers,
Gardner will again be in demand. In addition to having good schools and a central
location, Gardner is full of well-maintained homes and the prices are among the lowest in
the state. The present housing supply in Gardner is 8,654 units, and the vacant units number
675. The medians for gross rent and value in 1990 are $440 and $111,900.19
Currently, the median home price is $85,000. A buyer can expect a good selection of
homes for under $100,000. A typical three-bedroom, two-bath colonial with a detached,
two-car garage and front porch has an asking price of $99,000. An in-town home that was
recently remodelled offers two bedrooms, an eat-in kitchen and small yard for $79,000.
Moving up a little, a three-bedroom ranch with one-and-half baths, hardwood floors, an
attached two-car garage and a corner lot in a nice neighborhood is offered at $120,000.
For $135,000, there's a four-bedroom home with a fireplace, two-car garage and a large,
level lot in a choice part of town. Even the igh end of the market seems reasonable. A stately
18 The Fact Book For Central Massachusetts, 1991, Worcester Business Journal, 19?1.
19 Boston Globe; Community Profile: Gardner Eagerly Awaits An Economic
Turnaround, May 23 1992.,
•
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older Victorian has been well maintained and offers five-bedrooms, two living rooms,
two-and-half baths, a two-car garage, and a central location, the price is $172,000.20
Hubbardston
The median gross rent is $526 and the median home price is $134,900.
Templeton
The median gross rent IS $424 and the median home price IS $112,000.
Princeton
The median gross rent is $565 and the median home price is $191,000. Older homes sell
from $135,000.
Table 17
Housing Units By occupancy Status; 1990
Total Units Occupied Units
(percentage)
Vacant Units
(percentage)City/Town
Ashburnham 2,279 1,834 445
(80.5) (19.5)
Gardner 8,654 7,979 675
(92.2) (7.8)
Hubbardston 1,025 954 71
(93.1) (6.9)
Princeton 1,103 1,061 42
(96.2) (3.8)
Templeton 2,276 2,195 81
(96.4) (3.6)
Total 15,337 14,023
(91.4)
1,314
(8.6)
Source: Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission.
20 Ibid.
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Table 18
Housing Density 1199O
City/Town
Land
(sq.miles)
Water
(sq.miles)
Total
(sq.miles)
Housing Housing
Units 1990 Density
Ashburnham 38.67 2.33 41.00 2,279 59
Gardner 22.19 0.81 23.00 8,654 390
Hubbardston 41.03 0.92 41.95 1,025 25
Princeton 35.45 0.40 35.85 1,103 31
Templeton 32.04 0.38 32.42 2,276 71
Total 169.38 4.84 174.22 15,337 91
Source: Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission.
Table 19
Housing Units By Median 1990
City/Town Gross Rent Value ear Built
Ashburnham $601 $123,400 1957
Gardner $440 $111,900 1941
Hubbardston $526 $134,000 1973
Princeton $565 $191,000 1973
Templeton $421 $112,000 1951
Total/
Average
$511 $134,460 1959
Sources: State Data Center, Massachusetts Institute for Social and
Economic Research, University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
ll. Public Facilities And Services
Ashburnham
Electricity facilities serve the entire town. There is municipal water service to 25%, but
there is no sewer or gas system. In addition, there are weekly trash collection, full time police
(11 sworn officers) and fire departments, public library with summer reading and community
programs.
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Gardner
The City of Gardner provides a broad range of services. The City provides gas, sewer
and water to most area, and electricity to enti e city. The municipal water supply, with current
peak loads of 2.9 million gallons per day, has a maximum daily capacity of 5.5 million gallons
and storage capacity in excess of 1.5 billion gallons. Storm sewer service covers 85% of the
city. Sanitary sewerage service covers 90%, and the entire city benefits from weekly solid waste
pickup. The Gardner Fire Department, which is headquartered in a new, centrally located fire
station, is at full complement. The Police Department offers round-the-clock professional police
protection and can point with pride to a very low incidence of crime within its jurisdiction (the
city has 34 sworn police officers)."
Hubbardston
There is electric service to the town, but there arc: no sewer, gas or water systems. The
town has full time police department (20 sworn police officers), a volunteer fire department, and
public library with program for children.
Princeton
There is electric service to 100% of the town but there are no sewer and water services.
The town has 3 full time police officers (1 sworn officers), an on-call fire department, and
public library.
Templeton
There is electric service to the entire town, but sewer, gas and water systems are limited
to 3% of the town. The town also has a full time police department (17 sworn police officers),
and a public library.
21 Gardner Redevelopment Authority; Gardner Industrial Parks.
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Table 2
Public Facilities And Services 11~
Utilities Facilities (percentage) Public Services
Police Fire Library
City/Town Electric Sewer Gas Water
------------------------------------------------------------------_._-----------------------------------------------
Ashburnham 100% 5% No 57% FT. FT Yes
Gardner 100% 93% 100% 95% FT. FT. Yes
Hubbardston 100% 5% No 5% FT. V Yes
Princeton 100% 0% No 0% FT. OC Yes
Templeton 100% 4% No 76% FT. FT. Yes
Source: Massachusetts Institute of Social and Economic Research
Notes: FT
V
OC
referred to full time.
referred to volunteer.
referred to on call.
Table 21
Greater Gardner ..Utilities
City/Town Electricity Sewer Gas Water
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .•.---------------------
Ashburnham Ashburnham No Municipal Propane Sources -
MUNI service (local surface
dealers)
Gardner Mass. Gardner WPCF Fitchburg Sources -
Electric Co. Gas & surface
Electric
Light. Co.
Hubbardston Mass. No Municipal Propane Sources -
Electric Co. service (local ground,
dealers) purchased
Princeton Princeton No Municipal Propane Sources -
MUNI service (local ground,
dealers)
Templeton Templeton Gardner Propane Sources -
MUNI WPCF (local ground
dealers)
Sources: General Information, Massachusetts Cities and Town,
Massachusetts Office of Business Development, Research Office Boston.
m. Solid Waste Disposal Sites
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There are 8 solid waste disposal sites in the Greater Gardner region. Three of the
sites are located in Templeton (two active and one inactive), one in Princeton and one each
in Ashburnham, the City of Gardner and Hubbardston (all the sites are active). All of the
sites are owned and operated by the municipalities."
IV. Educational Institutions
The present educational facilities and standards in the region are at a state that brings
up concerns to new investors. The investors point to educational disparities as one of the
reasons why this region is unfavorable compared to other competitors such as Fitchburg and
Leominster. According to a study done recently by Expansion Management Magazine, Gardner
was ranked in the bottom third of school districts nation-wide. Expansion Management's 1992
Education Quotient (EQ) index gave the City of Gardner school district a score of 85.5,
indicating the school district is better than 36% of the country' s public school districts. The EQ
is a school district index designed to help corporate executives who make plant expansion and
corporate headquarters site-selection decisions for their companies. Local public education is
the most important factor in the site-selection decisions. The criteria for the study includes area
high school graduation rate, average college board scores (ACT, SAT), average classroom
teacher salary, per-pupil expenditure for education only, student per teacher ratio, student per
counselor ratio,percentage of residents who are high school graduates, and percentage of area
residents who are college graduates."
Ashburnham '
The school system in Ashburnham is comprised of ail Elementary School, a Junior High
School and High School. J.R. Briggs Elementary school and Veterans Memorial School serve
educational needs for grades kindergarten through six. The town is a member of the Oakmont
Regional school system, where grades seven through 12 attend the Junior/senior High school.
Oakmont Regional School is an outstanding school academically, 85% of students go on the
higher education after graduation. Cushing Academy, a private school, offers education in grade
nine through pre graduate with a total enrollment of 400.
The City of Gardner
The school system in the city of Gard er is comprised of an Elementary School, a Junior
High School, a High School and a College. The City of Gardner has four neighborhood schools
serving education in grades one through six. The schools are the Waterford Street school,
Prospect School, the Helen Mae Sauter School and the Elm street School. Seventh and eighth
22 Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering, Division of Water
Pollution Control. "
23 The Gardner News.
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grade students attend Gardner Junior High School and grades nine through 12 and the
kindergarten attend Gardner senior High School. Mount Wachusett Community College is
located in the City of Gardner and offers 19 associate programs and 7 certificate programs, as
well as specialized training programs developed in conjunction with area employers. This
two-year college has 195 full time and 240 part-time students.
The Gardner Redevelopment Authority plans to build a technical center for industry
workers which is located at Route 140. A section of land off Pearl Street and Route 140 has
been rezoned to commercial use mainly to facilitate the center. Mount Wachusett Community
College has entered into a joint venture with the Greater Gardner Industrial Foundation (GGIF)
to develop the technological center to provide the equipment and training for technologically
based manufacturing processes. The GGIF has acquired a 22,000 square foot building designed
for industrial use for the North Central Region. This institution was backed by the North
Central Massachusetts Employment Board.
Hubbardston
The school system in Hubbardston is comprised of an Elementary School, a Regional
Junior/High School and a Regional Vocational School. Hubbardston Center Elementary School
is attended by students grades Kindergarten through 6, while students in grades 7 through 12
attend Quabbin Regional Junior/High School, located on 66 acres of classic New England
countryside. An excellent Environmental Education program features on-site pond and forest
study areas.
Templeton
The school system in Templeton is comprised of Elementary schools and a Junior/High
Regional School. Three elementary schools, Templeton Center, East Templeton and
Baldwinville meet the education needs for student in grades kindergarten through six. Junior
and Senior High students attend Narraganse Regional Junior/High School in Baldwinville.
Princeton
The Thomas Prince school educates Princeton students in grades K-8. It is both an
elementary and middle school. High school students attend Wachusett Regional High school in
Holden.
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Table 22
Greater Gardner - Education 1991
Ashburnham Gardner Hubbardston Princeton Templeton
Graduated
from High
School
144 171 129 425 90
% going to
College
77.8 73.1 59.7 75.8 62.2
% to other
post-
secondary
school
3.5 3.5 5.4 1.2 3.3
Sources: Massachusetts Municipal Profiles, 1992/1993, Information Publication 1992.
v. Industrial Parks And Major Planrn
Through the Gardner Redevelopment Authority (GRA) and the Gardner Industrial
Foundation (GIF), the city has two existing industrial parks with land still available. These
parks support a diversity of business uses from printing to manufacturing.
The West Gardner Industrial Park has an area of 21.6 acres, 2,400 feet of frontage along
Fredette Street Extension. A thirty foot wide paved road serving all sections of the park has been
completed. Water services are in place. The park is accessed from Route 2 through Route 68
(Timpany Boulevard) south to Route 2A (West Broadway) then west to Wilkins Road, and from
Gardner through Route 101 (Parker Street) to Fredette street extension. The Boston & Maine
Railroad tracks abut the easterly boundary of the park. The existing utilities services are .
electricity, gas, sewer, water, and telephone. Present occupants include three steel fabrication
firms, one plastics supplier, a printing firm and tool manufacturer.
The Gardner Industrial Park has 153 acres with 2775 bordering Route 2 but with indirect
access. A sixty foot wide paved road,serving all sections of the park, has been completed.
Sewer and water are in place. The access to the park is from Route 2 through Route 140Bypass
(West Main Street) to Betty Street into Saunders Street, to Betty Spring Road. The Boston &
Maine Railroad tracks abut the northwest bo ndary. The existing utilities share electricity, gas,
sewer, water and telephone.
.,
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Some of the largest industrial employers located in the Gardner area include;
Simplex Time Recorder Company
World famous for its time clock and fire alarms system.
Harrington & Richardson 1871, Inc.
Manufacturer of quality firearms.
Nichols & Stone
Home of the world famous Windsor Chair.
S. Bents & Sons, Inc.
Quality chairs and tables.
A third industrial park, The Summit, is currently under development. A major feature
of the site is a proposed technology transfer facility which will provide work force training in
emerging technologies. The site is being rezoned from residential use to industrial use. This
125 acre industrial park has approximately 12 industrial sites that will be available. The site
already contains water and sewer lines, as well as storm drains and hydrants."
VI. Medical Facilities
Ashburnham
The Nankeag Hospital has a 26 bed capacity, 4 affiliated physicians and 11 nurses.
Other hospitals are about 8 miles away in Fitchburg and Gardner. Ambulance service is
available.
The City of Gardner
The Henry Heywood Memorial Hospital with 160beds capacity, 135affiliated physicians
and 111 nurses provides medical services for the city and neighborhood towns. The city also has
numerous dentists, doctors, physicians, radiologists, optometrists, nurses, pharmacies, physical
therapists, mental health, services and a veterinary hospital. Ambulance service is available.
24 Ibid.
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Hubbardston
~ The nearest hospital is in Gardner and ambulance service is available in the town.
Princeton
The nearest hospital is in Gardner or Fitchburg/Leominster.
Templeton
The nearest hospital is in Gardner.
VII. Cultural. Recreational. And Community Facilities And Services
I
Ashburnham
Midstate Trail, Ashburnham State Forest which is about 2,000 acres located at Route 119
offers recreation facilities in fishing, hunting and snowmobiling. Stevens Public Library serves
cultural facilities for the Ashburnham community. There are three playgrounds supervised
during the summer, two public tennis courts, athletic fields, one public swimming pool,
swimming lessons and other sport programs. The Ashburnham Industrial Development
Commission plans to establish several state parks that are accessible by way of walking and
biking and cross country trails and picnics areas promote Ashburnham as a resort area.
The City of Gardner
The City of Gardner offers fantastic recreation and sightseeing facilities at Gardner
Heritage State Park (Dunn Park), Greenwood Memorial Pool, the Municipal Golf Course, the
Big Chair, Veteran's Skating Rink, Ballet Allegro Ltd., Gardner Heritage State Park (Visitors
Center), Gardner Museum, Levi Heywood Memorial Library, Summer Concert Series sponsored
by Gardner Heritage State Park and Theater performances at the Mount Wachusett Community
College. There are six parks or playgrounds,supervised during summer months, tennis courts,
athletic fields, two public swimming pools and numerous sports programs.
Hubbardston
Hubbardston has recreational facilities,at Asnacomet Pond, better known as Comet Pond.
This Metropolitan District Commission owned and operated pond, offers swimming to town
residents. Hubbardston State Forest located Off Route 68 with an area of 800 acres offers
hunting and snowmobiling facilities, while Clark Memorial Library/Museum and Hubbardston
Craft Village offer cultural facilities. Others are school yards supervised during the summer,
public tennis court and athletic fields, beach, swimming lessons and other sports programs.
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Templeton
Lake Dennison State Recreation Area located on 4,500 acres on New Winchendon Road
offers swimming, walking trails, 151 campsites, rest rooms, hot water/showers, non-motorized
boating, boat ramp, fishing, horseback riding, cross country skiing, hunting, and snowmobiling.
Otter River State Forest located in an area of 1,200 acres offers 100 campsites, picnics, and
other facilities offered by Lake Dennison State Recreation Area. Cultural facilities can be found
at Boynton Public Library and Narragansett Historical Society.
Princeton
Public playground, tennis courts, athletic fields. Hiking and both downhill and cross
country skiing in the 2,000 acre Mount Wachusett State Reservation.
Vill. Services For Low Income And Aged Populations
The City of Gardner has two nursing homes which are Eastwood Pines Nursing Homes
Association, Inc. and Gardner Manor Nursing Homes to provide services for elderly population.
The total of housing authority units for single family, elderly, and handicapped either under State
or Federal are 384 in The City of Gardner and 64 in Templeton. New England Farm Workers
Council, Inc. Gardner provides Energy Assistance Subfields for Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (Fuel Assistance Program) for the region. Public transportation for the
elderly, single family, minorities and low income groups is available in the communities. The
Gardner business district is accessible by highway from other communities. The city of
Gardner also launched a program for implementation of a Neighborhood Revitalization Program
for low and moderate income. The Gardner Housing Authority maintains and administers public
family housing for elderly and low income groups. Other facilities are shown in Table 23 •
Table 23 Facilities And services for Tbe Elderly
,•
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And Low Income Group
Department/ Agencies Facili ties/ services
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------
Department of Comm. provides assistance for housing rehabilitation
Dev & Planning (Gardner)
Gardner Housing Authority maintain and administer public family housing
Fundamental Action
Energy
provides warm program, ecology store, How To conserve
education, energy inspection and oil cooperative
Habitat North Worcester
volunteer labor
builds affordabl.e houses for people in need in the County with
Farmer's Home provides loans for home improvement and Administration
offers financing for homes in rural areas
Montachusett Opportunity provides fuel weatherization, heart/W AP Council program,
offers children pre-school to 3-4 years with transportation and meals,
literacy courses
Gardner Comm. Land
Trust
home opportunities
Council On Aging elderly services
IX. Conditions of Business District
Ashburnham
Ashburnham residents have shopping opportunities in Fitchburg and Gardner, and a mall
in Leominster approximately 15 minutes away.
The City of Gardner
The City of Gardner at present can offer affordable land and existing space for
commercial, industrial and retail uses. More than one million square feet of space is available
city-wide, with over 400,000 square feet in downtown Gardner alone. The rental prices for
these properties range from a low of $1 to$1.25 per square foot. The rates are sharply below
state-wide averages. Gardner residents have shopping opportunities in the downtown area and
two shopping centers .
. ~
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Hubbardston
Hubbardston has good shopping facilities downtown and a shopping mall.
Princeton
Although in-town shopping is limited, larger shopping areas are found in nearby
Leominster, Fitchburg, Gardner and Worcester.
Templeton
Templeton has good facilities for downtown shopping with a mall, and larger shopping
malls can be accessed in nearby Gardner.
x, Transportation Access
Ashburnham
The major transportation access for Ashburnham is through major roads that include
Routes 12, 101 and 119.
The City of Gardner
The City of Gardner is located at the midpoint of Route 2, which is the state's major
east/west artery along the northern section of Massachusetts. The major north/south routes
serving Gardner are Routes 68, 101, and 14 . These highways provide easy and quick access
to the major interstates 1-91, 1-90 (Massachusetts Turnpike). Railroad service is furnished by
the Boston & Maine Railroad and the Providence &Worcester Railroad, both of which provide
daily switching to the area. The Gardner Municipal Airport provide flight services for the
region. There is a need for a new airport in Gardner to provide a better services for the region.
The municipality is looking forward to building a new airport to serve the city of Gardner and
the region.
Hubbardston
Transportation access for Hubbardst n is through Routes 62 and 68.
Princeton
Routes 31, 62 and 140provide transportation access for the town of Princeton. Worcester
Airport provides airport and transportation services for Princeton.
Templeton
Templeton is served by Routes 2, 68, 101 and 202 for transportation acct:.ss to the
0;
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municipality.
XI. Public Transportation
Ashburnham
Public transportation is available in Fitchburg and Gardner. There are vans for the
elderly and handicapped populations available in town.
The City of Gardner
Public transportation is served by several commercial bus lines and includes direct service
to Boston's Logan International Airport. T e Montachusett Area Regional Transit Authority,
based in Leominster, provides intra-city service. Commuter rail is available to Boston. Air
transportation is available from the Gardner Municipal Airport as well as' from Logan
International Airport.
Hubbardston
Public transportation is available only in Gardner and Holden. A van for the elderly is
available in town.
Princeton
Public transportation is available in Holden and transportation for the elderly is available
in town.
Templeton
Public transportation is available in Gardner and transportation for the elderly is available
in town.
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... ~ 7. ECONOMICS
The economic trends for the Gardner Economic Development District, GEDD, are
characterized by the overall increase in employment for all sectors through the 1980's followed
by a sharp decline in manufacturing during the late 1980s and early 1990s. This trend mirrors
the trend for all of Massachusetts with overall unemployment not changing dramatically due to
a shift from manufacturing employment to service: and retail sector jobs. Since the GEDD is
historically a manufacturing based economy, this shift from a manufacturing based economy to
a service and retail based economy has seri us implications.
The historic dependence of the GEDD on high paying manufacturing jobs, the erosion
of manufacturing in Massachusetts and the GEDD, and the shift from high paying manufacturing
jobs to traditionally lower paying service and retail jobs has placed the GEDD in a recessed
condition. Traditional manufacturing jobs in Massachusetts have been lost to other areas of the
country and to foreign competitors with lower wage rates, lower environmental standards, and
more plentiful natural resources. These jobs are not likely to return in the future due to these
persistent conditions.
Total
Agriculture/Forestry
Contract Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
Wholesale/Retail
FIRE27 .
Difference of Average Number of
Employees from 1982 to 1991 for GEDD.26
-805
12
19
-1797
132
435
Services.
mining .
-49
563
C28
25Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 - 1991, MA
DET.
26Average number employed by sector for GEDD using 1982 and 1991 base statistics.
Average refers to the number employed in each sector accounting for hiring and firing within
that fiscal year. For a comprehensive explanation of average employment calculation and
sector descriptions refer to MA DET publication, Employment and Wages for Massachusetts'
Cities and Towns 1982 - 1991, printed 9/4/92.
27Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate, FIRE.
28C- Confidential, Federal Privacy of Information Act prohibits disclosure of certain
employment characteristics. A full explanation is available in Appendix A.
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Since the traditionally strong Massachusetts manufacturing base is in flight due to the
competitive advantage of other regions, the GEDD must reformulate its strategic position for
jobs in both the short and long run.
B. EVALUATION
1. STRATEGIC PLANNING
Strategic planning of this nature relies on a strong understanding of both the
strengths and weaknesses of the local community translated into opportunities and constraints.
A firm understanding of the region mapped out in terms of opportunities and constraints will
allow the committee to assess the GEDD's current position in regard to internal development
strategies and to look outward. Three lines of questioning need to be answered at this point:
1) What constraints exist in the GEDD, and how can they be turned around into an
opportunity for growth?
2) What opportunities exist, and how can they be positioned for growth?
3) What are the major trends of growth in Massachusetts and the United States which the
GEDD can tap into immediately?
Answering these three lines of questioning and linking local and regional resources to the
answers will result in a short and long range plan for economic development. Filling in the
specific requirements necessary to implement each stage of the long and short run strategies is
the final step towards defining clearly the capital facilities requirements necessary to support the
level of services required by these plans in the future.
2. OPPORTUNITIES
Tourism and Recreation
The first opportunity identified for t e GEDD is the strength of the historical and rural
character of this region. There are over 200 sites listed on the national historic register in
Gardner and Templeton alone." Accenting this resource is over 18,000 acres of woodlands,
lakes, rivers, and streams owned by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental
29StateRegister of Historic Places, 1991, Massachusetts Historic Commission.
,
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Affairs which could be targeted for recreational use.30 Together, these two resources suggest
that a tourism and recreational base may be developed in this region. Specific activities that
could be promoted include all of the non-marine outdoor recreational activities on the rise in
Massachusetts including biking, walking, running, cross-country skiing,fishing, and
bird-watching.
An initiative to promote these activities would include tours of historic sites, increased
signage to point out these sights, integration f the business community to capture the tourist and
recreational dollar, and improved facilities. Overall, tapping these market segments could lead
to the expansion of the wide variety of cottage industries dotting the region already.
Other advantages of tapping the recreational and tourism markets are the prestige value
of these industries, increased name recognition for the GlEDD outside and across Massachusetts,
and possible influences on migration to the region. Adding these consumer valuations together,
the GEDD may gain the reputation of being a more vibrant and moving community than its
current reputation.
Industry
Looking at the local resources which lend themselves to the development of new
industries inside the GEDD, it is clear that several agencies within the GEDD have made
considerable effort to position the GEDD for growth and job creation. This movement has been
spurred on by the local resources available and the need for some momentum towards change.
Currently, the strongest movements towards repositioning the GEDD has been the
creation of the Summit Technology Park and the Technology Center both in Gardner, the 101
Acres Industrial Park in Ashburnham, and reuse plans for older buildings in downtown Gardner.
Traditionally, Gardner has been the geographic, labor, and economic hub of the GEDD. With
the erosion of manufacturing came the demise of this hub position and a trend of job creation
moving outward to the four surrounding towns. When one considers the capital facilities
available in the respective towns and the tremendous locational advantage Gardner has over the
surrounding towns in terms of transportation linkages, this delocalization of the job base appears
not to be in the best interest of the GEDD. Instead, the more traditional relationship of Gardner
being the main employment base and the surrounding towns being primarily bedroom
communities with cottage industries to support the tax base is more equitable overall.
Several opportunities within the GEDD exist which suggest the possibility of attracting
new industries to the region. First and foremost is the strong occupational preference of the
labor force for manufacturing jobs. Several informal surveys of the community have
documented this preference. Clearly this preference is a spillover from the chair industry which
has left Gardner. Nevertheless, this stated preference in job type is significant for incoming
employers.
30Conservation and Recreational Lands of the Commonwealth, EOEA, 1988.
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Accenting the strength of the labor force is the educational and retraining opportunities
offered by the Technology Center and Mount Wachusett Community College. Together, these
institutions have the capability of retraining and enhancing the skill level of laborers from the
GEDD labor market. Employers moving to this region can look to these institutions for
assistance in training the labor force to meet the needs of their production processes.
Adding these initiatives to the historic and rural character of the region, it may be
possible for the GEDD to attract some of the potential growth industries in Massachusetts to
locate in this region. Specific industries which may be targeted include biotechnology,
environmental services, and software develo ment.
Biotechnology
Biotechnology is the production of microbes engineered to perform a desired task.
Examples of biotechnology products include rust eating microbes used to remove rust from
bridges and petroleum eating bacteria used in environmental cleanup. The current condition of
biotechnology in Massachusetts is primarily growth of research and development in Cambridge
and Worcester. A relatively new industry, this growth bas been slowly evolving from research
and development to production, storage, and distribution. This change from R&D to production
will happen slowly as products move through the stringent Federal Food and Drug
Administration approval process and receive patents. As the industry matures, the GEDD may
have a comparative advantage over other parts of Massachusetts to receive the growth in
production for the following reasons:
The GEDD has an abundant supply of affordable and available industrially zoned land
with full services and proximity to a major highway. As mentioned before, the City of Gardner
has a direct linkage to Cambridge via Route 2 and rail, and direct linkages to Worcester via
Route 68 and rail. Added to these transportation linkages is the reuse agenda for Fort Devens.
Fort Devens is being converted to an inland rail port. Fort "Port" Devens is located halfway
between Boston/Cambridge and the City of Gardner. Here we see the strength of Gardner's
locational advantage to other parts of the state.
Trends in biotechnology are moving toward production which implies building plants
and storage facilities. Due to the nature of biotechnology, these plants have to meet specific
design requirements which prohibits the reuse of existing plants. The construction cost and
reuse value of these plants are low, so the initial capital outlay required to complete construction
is high. The City of Gardner has low, industrially zoned land prices, full services, and
educational services available for employers moving to the area. This economic mix added to
the educational services, rural and historic characters, and low commuting times may give the
GEDD the competitive edge necessary to attract this type of industry with an accent on quality
of life issues not found inside of Route 128."
Software Development
.,
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The current condition of the software development industry in Massachusetts is operations
centers located inside of Route 128 and specifically in Cambridge. These companies are found
to be a mix of large established companies and small entrepreneurs competing in niche markets
which are scattered across the United States. The failure rate of entrepreneurs inside of route
128 has been linked to the high cost of space. This component of operations effectively sucks
the capital out of these small companies. Since the niche markets are scattered across the United
States and the nature of software sales is primarily by mail order or through on-site
demonstration, the locational value of siting your company inside of Route 128 is not as strong
as one might think. Instead, if software developers were directly solicited to relocate where the
rental prices are low and their productions needs can be met through the use of the educational
centers, the GEDD may have an edge over ot er areas of Massachusetts competing to attract this
industry.
Environmental Services
The current pattern of the environme tal services industry in Massachusetts ranges from
corporate headquarters in Cambridge to operations centers throughout Central and Western
Massachusetts. Environmental services as an industry ranges from underground storage tank
- removal to air quality testing. This industry enjoyed 10% growth per year in the mid-80's
which has slowed to just under 3% growth per year with an all time low of 1% growth in 1991.
85% of the work performed in this industry is blue collar excavation and heavy trucking related.
It is well known that Massachusetts has some of the toughest environmental regulations in the
country. As the economy picks up and land changes hands in the state, this industry will again
enjoy the growth which it has seen in past years. The City of Gardner is well positioned to
receive growth in this industry due to the blue collar nature of the work, the educational
opportunities available for the labor force, and the transportation advantages the GEDD holds.
This combination of activities makes the GEDD a contender in this market.
These markets are potential growth arkets in Massachusetts and the GEDD. In order
to attract these industries to the GEDD, cons aining factors must be eliminated and turned into
opportunities for growth. The following factors have been identified as constraints of economic
development:
3. Constraints
Landflll space
The City of Gardner landfill is rapidly filling up and is due to be closed in 1994.
Solutions for solid waste management and disposal must be found to deal with this situation, or
high cost solutions such as trucking waste over long distances will have to be used. One way
of dealing with this situation is to site a regional landfill which meets the new guidelines
currently being reviewed by the Massachusetts Legislature. Even if the waste stream currently
flowing into the landfill were reduced, the new guidelines would close all currently open landfills
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which are not lined. So, the regional land ill would have to be lined and be big enough to
receive the regional waste. Complimenting t is action, recycling initiatives must be incorporated
into this plan to conserve this highly expensive land space.
Water and Sewage Capacity
The level of services available in the City of Gardner are adequate to support current
activity and some proposed expansion. However, overall the GEDD does not have significant
excess supply of water or 'sewage capacity with the exception of Templeton which currently has
an excess of sewage capacity. Unfortunately, this sewage capacity is not available to abutting
towns or the city due to its location. The GEDD should actively pursue expansion of services
towards thresholds above 90% of total projected need, with long term goals to reach 100% of
projected need. This will set the stage for growth and prevent the region from being caught
unprepared by environmental legislation which may require expansion plans like this to be
enacted on the grounds of environmental preservation in the future.
Primary and Secondary Educational Funding
The GEDD as a whole is in the bottom 1/3 of school funding in Massachusetts.
Employers who seek to relocate plants and expand operations are provided with statistics which
rank communities according to certain characteristics. Educational funding is one of these
measures. Beyond this reason, educational funding is found to have a direct correlation to
quality of life in communities.
Lack of Central Identity (Revitalized Downtowns)
The downtown of any community is its signpost to the world of the quality of life found
in that region. Touring the downtowns of the GEDD, it is clear that the empty stores, vehicular
and pedestrian traffic patterns and lack of focus and identity are all problems for the region ..
The communities of the GEDD need to establish strong downtown identities not only to attract
potential employers but also to galvanize the population. Revitalization can effectively change
the psychology of a community by giving it a sense of purpose, pride, and overall identity.
Simple actions such as paint and community cleanup days can aid this effort. Adding amenities
which foster community participation and pride in a downtown are time proven examples of
community development. A vibrant downtown is also a source of increased multiplier effects as
local people spend locally. The fmal result is the increased ability to attract potential employers
into the region who look to the downtown as an indicator of community welfare.
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III GOALS
In very basic terms, economic development is the creation and distribution of wealth. In
our economic system this is accomplished primarily through the process of production and the
delivery of services. Necessary components are the availability of suitable materials, labor and
location, together with systems of supporting infrastructure. It is not surprising then, than the
overall goals of any economic district can be quite similar. After a review and evaluation of the
opportunities and constraints within the Gardner Labor Market Area, together with a full
appreciation of what the inhabitants value in their respective communities, the committee
reached the following over-riding goals wit comments from committee discussions:
Goal! Provide employment opportunities through the retention of existing businesses
and development of new opportunities in diversified sectors of the economy.
Comments: In support of this goal a partnership between business, government, and
education must be fostered. This will provide for fuller employment of an upgraded workforce
while expanding the tax base. In additio, this partnership is essential for any retention
program. Training opportunities through the North Central Regional Employment Board and
schools and colleges can address workforce deficiencies and transfer new technological skills.
The Gardner Redevelopment Authority is developing an industrial park. The Gardner Industrial
Development Corporation has promoted adaptive reuse of Rear Main Street and is presently
developing a Technology Transfer Center.
Goal 2 Preserve and improve existing community character, for its inherent quality of
life value and to promote oppon1unities within the region for increased tourism
and recreation.
Comments: This goal addresses basic quality of life issues for the indigenous population while
it enhances an economic commodity for others outside the region. Town and city centers are the
community's faces and reflect the overall sta.teof health within them. Deteriorating industrial
buildings and vacant downtown storefronts foster disinvestment and erode community pride.
However, they can also be viewed as opportunities for adaptive reuse. The Greater Gardner
Chamber of Commerce is actively pursuing the issues of image and marketing and downtown
development.
Goal 3 Increase the tax base, thereby assisting municipalities in the maintenance of
public services and good government.
Comments: It was noted previously that the e exists in most of our communities a critical need
,
•
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for infrastructure improvements, notably water and sewer, As unemployment increased, so
did crime. Education, so long the avenue for advancement, is under funded. Landfills are in
increasingly short supply. The provision of health and safety services, community assistance,
and management and planning capacity is strained. The resolution of these problems require an
expansion of the local tax base.
IV. OBJECTIVES
A. Process
In order to identify objectives, the committee first reviewed the previous assessment of
the region, with particular attention to its opportunities and constraints. Secondly, it utilized
a self administered brainstorming questionnaire to identify characteristics, attitudes and
expectations of the region and of individual communities. Finally, it reviewed the Community
Action Statements which had just been approved by all participating municipalities.
In identifying those objectives which would support the overall goals which had been
formulated, the committee readily agreed that regional employment opportunities were critical
within the short term, given the high unem loyment rates. These were seen as a consequence
of a global recession, but also of a region that had historically relied on manufacturing. Given
the need for supporting infrastructure, notably water and sewer, it was agreed that most but not
all of the employment growth should occur in Gardner's urban areas, while recreational and
tourism opportunities could be established in the more rural communities. The committee agreed
that of paramount importance was a collaborative, cohesive and regional approach to
development, wherein the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Because we are perceived
as a region, we must market as a region.
As the Gardner LMA pursues development, it must also address the need for
infrastructure improvements as a consequence of commercial, industrial and residential
expansion. The committee agreed that economic development opportunities should be shared
equally between all communities, as it established its priorities. With the exception of 21E
cleanups, it was felt that the goals, objectives and projects which are identified, are well within
the capacity and capabilities of community organizations, and that an emerging regional
cooperation will be of significant benefit. .
B. . The Short Term: Job Creation and Retention
In the short term, the GEDD's greatest opportunity for economic growth is a shared
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marketing strategy. Looking at the recommendations for growth industries to be targeted, it
is clear that most of these industries foster a synergistic approach over the traditional
competition between municipalities. The members of the GEDD all have something different
to offer and these characteristics have only slight overlaps. The ethic to be embraced is that the
whole is greater than the sum of the parts. The GEDD acting as a whole to attract industry to
the region will be more effective than any single municipality acting alone.
The centerpiece of the growth opportunities highlighted thus far is the completion of the
Summit Industrial Park and supporting Technology Transfer Center, with the Regional
Employment Board. Completion of the Summit Industrial Park should be the first order of
business for this region to compete in the markets specified. This will allow for development
in other areas. The Technology Transfer Center will provide much needed educational
opportunities for a,work force in transition to new employment opportunities, but lacking an
historical pattern of skills training and upgrading. As the region experiences more ethnic
diversification, these skills training centers will play an increasing role in job preparedness.
When the Park is developed and the regional economy rebounds, there will be an
immediate impact on infrastructure. Projects for water and sewer improvements are included as
priority items essential to support overall economic development opportunities.
C. The Long Term: Regional Image and Marketing
The long term strategies presented here include downtown revitalization, regional
marketing, and recreation and tourism. Other factors which will need to be addressed are
rezoning ofland to reflect highest and best use and, assessment and remediation of the 21 E sites
in the GEDD. It is anticipated these latter elements will be included in local and regional
planning initiatives.
Under the proposed 107 Program of Regional Economic Development, to be
undertaken soon through the state's Executive Office of Communities and Development,
rezoning of land currently earmarked for development and zoning of lands current holding no
zoning designation is integral to the growth process. As growth becomes an issue, two factors
come into play. First, the land which has been zoned for industrial use may not be suitable for
industrial use. Usually, this is a problem associated with slope, soil characteristics, and wetland
laws which have changed since the zoning was first put in place. To remedy this situation, a
site assessment of unimproved lands which are zoned for commercial and industrial use should
be completed which weighs the suitability of the lands to sustain the type of development they
have been targeted for.
Second, zoning of lands with no current zoning designation should be zoned in
accordance with a municipal master plan. This step is essential for towns and cities anticipating
growth since it regulates the growth to occur into designated areas. It also assists with the
political process since the zoning process has a clear conduit for approval or disapproval on a
project by project basis. What a master plan allows the municipality to do is plan for growth
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and development rather than having each proposal go through a lengthy approval process in front
of the entire town.
The occurrence of 21E sites in the GEDD is high due to the manufacturing history of
the region. 21E sites are those which have hazardous waste contamination left from the building
and lands' previous uses. Examples of 2IE contamination include solvents, varnishes, petroleum
products, and asbestos to name a few. Since 21 E legislation was invoked by the state, a
recommendation to the leadership of the GEDD is to pursue a legislative solution for assessment
of the severity and cleanup costs of 21E sites on a statewide basis. This will allow
municipalities to document the full extent of the problem in their regions and plan for cleanup
in the future. Currently, 21E site review and cleanup is a private sector matter, but as the
economy of the state picks up and land begins to change hands, the hidden cost of these
unconfirmed 21E sites will come to light and the cost of cleanup may become prohibitive. To
remedy this problem, the legislature may find that it is necessary to take an additional step and
begin to fund assessment and cleanup of these sites - a residual of our manufacturing past. The
GEDD as a whole would benefit greatly from a service such as this one.
v. IMPLEMENTATION F'LAN
AND DEVELOPMENT STRA'TEGY
A. SHORT TERM PRIORITIZED PROJECTS
1. INDUSTRY
A. The Summit Industrial Park
Priority: 1 Meets Goal: Job Creation Objective: New Industrial Space
Rational: The region has for some time experienced a severe erosion in employment,
mostly in the manufacturing sector. The proposed Summit Industrial Park has the greatest
potential to create new jobs, with positive impacts throughout the region. This park will provide
competitive industrial lots for emerging industries, and thereby assist in diversifying the
employment base. Engineering and Market Studies indicate that this facility can generate about
750,000 square feet of new industrial space and about 750 - 1000 new jobs. The current site
already contains about one-half mile of roadway with supporting infrastructure and needs an
additional 5000 feet of roadway
Local Interest: The city of Gardner as rezoned the area for the intended use, and has
received full support from the Mayor and City Council. Preliminary feasibility funding has been
received from the Massachusetts Government Land Bank. The project is awaiting funds from
BOCD for additional engineering studies.
Implementation Plan: Complete engineering studies through the preparation and
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approval of a definitive plan, together with cost estimates. Application for Land Bank and other
financing in January of 1994; break ground in the Spring of 1994 for roadway completions.
Estimated cost for completion is between $500,000 and $750,000.
Responsibility: The Gardner Redevelopment Authority will be responsible for project
execution.
B. Technology Transfer Center
Priority: 5 Meets Goal: Job Retention Objective: Educational Opportunities
Rational: As Gardner attempts to attract emerging industrial companies, the need for
skill up-grading intensifies. Work force skills, from remedial education to advanced studies in
emerging technologies, will be prerequisites for a ready workforce. This initiative will also
provide a framework for long term linkages between government, eduction and the private
sector, so essential in today's economic development strategies.
Local Support: The Greater Gardner Industrial Foundation / Gardner Industrial
Development Corporation has recently acquired a facility for the express purpose of working
with community agencies, including the Regional Employment Board and community colleges,
to establish this Technology Transfer program.
Implementation: Feasibility study funds are presently being sought from the
Massachusetts Government Land Bank and Bay State Skills Corporation. The Foundation is
presently developing a lease agreement with the Community College, with an occupance date
of January, 1994. Project completion costs are estimated at $250,000.
Responsibility: The Greater Gardner Industrial Foundation will play the lead role in this
project, with the assistance of the Massach setts Government Land Bank, the North Central
Regional Employment Board, and Bay State Skills Corporation.
2. INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMlENTS
A. Ashburnham Sewer Project
Priority: 2Meets Goal: Preservation of Character Objective:Infrastructure Improvement
Rational; The town of Ashburnham currently has no sewer treatment. The potential for
septic system failures in residential areas and along the town center is high. Present conditions .•
would not meet Title 5 requirements. This situation creates a potential public health crisis.
Present efforts are directed towards tieing into the Fitchburg System. With this tie-in
Ashburnham will be able to provide necessary infrastructure for expansion of its industrial base.
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Local Interest: In 1992 at Town Meeting, a Wastewater Study Committee was voted
in, and has since proposed a strategy for alleviating this long standing problem. The Fitchburg
tie-in will address failing systems in the South Ashburnham and Town Center areas.
Implementation Plan: The town has applied for a Small Cities Planning Grant from the
State Executive Office of Communities and Development. If the grant is awarded in January of
1994, and the project is feasible at that point, the town will apply for Rural Development
Administration funds. Estimates for the South Ashburnham system is $4,460,000; and for the
Central Ashburnham area $2,060,000.
Responsibility: The Town Manager will be responsible for oversight of the planning
project.
B. Templeton Water System Improvements
Priority: 3 Meets Goal: Preservation of Character Objective: Infrastructure
Improvement
Rational: The town has recently experienced contamination and shortages in its water
supply. Short term agreements with the city of Gardner presently provide only temporary relief.
Needless to say, a dependable supply of water is critical for industrial as well as residential
users.
Local Support: The Board of Selectmen has identified five water related projects as
priority funding activities for the community.
Implementation Plan: The town intends to identify and develop new water supplies,
water standpipe in Baldwinville, rehabilitation of existing wells, water mains and appurtenances.
Project costs will be determined during the easibility study phase.
Responsibility: The Templeton Board of Selectmen will oversee the grants writing and
planning components of the project.
C. Hubbardston me and 107 Regional Economic Development Planning Program
Priority: 3 Meets Goal: Diversification Objective: Tourism
Rational: Hubbardston has determined that it needs to encourage appropriate economic
development to diversify the Hubbardston tax base and provide investment and employment
opportunities.
Local Support: The Board of Selectmen have determined the appropriateness of
,~
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developing an Industrial Development Commission, and to participate and support the state's 107
Planning Program, which will identify and develop economic opportunities.
Implementation: The 107 Program is expected to commence in October of 1993. A
series of workshops should clarify the opportunities and constraints for an IDe and appropriate
economic development strategies.
Responsibilities: The Board of Selectmen will be responsible for initiating participation
in the 107 Planning Program.
B. LONG TERM NON PRIORITIZED PROJECTS
1. TOURISM
A. Ashburnham Historical District Map and Walking Tour Brochure
The town will soon be updating an inventory of historic structures, and through the
Historical Commission, developing a Walking Tour Brochure which identifies notable historic
sites, structures and monuments.
B. Templeton Historic Assets Literature
This community will be seeking funding for the preparation of a brochure which
describes the tow's historical highlights, so as to attract tourism and bolster retail sales.
2. RECREATION
A. Princeton Economic Development Focus Discussion
Although Princeton is a bedroom community, it borders on Wachusett Mountain and
theWachusett Ski Resort. The community will need to continue to preserve it residential sector,
as it adjusts to demands from this regional recreation destination.
B. Ashburnham Bike Trail
The development of bike trails along abandoned railroad beds are being reviewed with
the State department of Environmental Services. This project will be tied into other local and
regional tourism initiatives.
3. DOWNTOWN CENTERS REVITALIZATION •
A. Gardner Downtown Development
Lead by the Greater Gardner Chamber of Commerce, this community is preparing
brochures to market the downtown area. Square Two, affiliate of the Chamber, is also very
active in this area. One long term objective now under consideration by the Gardner
•
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Redevelopment Authority is to establish a one-stop-shopping economic development center on
Main Street. Recent brochure productions by the Chamber and Square Two include
"Gardner ... Where Business Grows" and" 160 Reasons to Shop Downtown". Additional
marketing strategies, such as exhibit materials for trade shows and a manufacturing directory,
should be perused.
Streetscape improvements, lighting, plantings, signage and facades, will be advantageous
in projecting the downtown as a revitalized area.
B. Town Centers
As other towns address infrastructure improvements to their central business districts,
a regional marketing approach, perhaps coordinated ~IY the Chamber of Commerce, can be
undertake. The future roles of town and urban centers are being discussed and should soon lead
to a broader marketing and recruitment effort.
C. Small Business Development
With the anticipation of new small business development, technical assistance should be
provided through the CDC and the SBDC. As regional loan programs become available, these
organization can assist in accessing these funds and preparing applications and business plans.
Efforts include designation of enterprise zones, notably in Gardner, and a reactivation of the
SCORE program.
D. Rear Main Street
A significant part of the downtown contains the "Rear Main Street" district. Once a
thriving manufacturing area, most building are vacant with little expectation of adaptive reuse.
Demolition of a significant portion of these area will be necessary if long term capital investment
is sought. One notable exception is the conversion of the Heywood Wakefield buiJlding on Pine
street. A proposed frail elderly complex can go a long way towards revitalizing this area.
Rezoning of this area to allow mix-use development supports the changing character of this
district.
In conclusion, these are a few of the initiatives which the GEDD is undertaking. As
important as these projects are, equally important is the colaborative and regional approach
which this Overall Economic Development Program hopes to foster.
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Q1: What are the major employers in the region?,
ASHBURNHAM GARDNER HUBARDSTON PRINCETON TEMPLETON.
LARRY ADAMS: Gardner Redevelop"'t Authority none Commun~y College, Henry Haywood Hospital, Simplex lillie Wahusett Mt: skiing Semen P& Paper, lilly Paper
Digital, N.C. Human Services! Correctionallnstit. (750), &
Salum Nichol & Stone and S.Bent furniture.
ROB HUBBARD: C~v Plannino Director same H&R 1876 (sbotcuns) same same Baldwinvnle. Amencan TIssue
JAMES MURPHY: Gardner Redeveloomt Authority
BETS" HANNULA: COC Exec Dir. NA Dioital Simplex none none none
RITA BOURGEOIS: Director CAC
DAVID NADZAK: Templeton resident NA NA NA NA American Tissue, Llllv tnd IDBA
LILA MICHAUD: Mont Reoiol\ill Plannina Comm. NA lurniture simDlex hospital and colleae NA NA
MARY RtCHER: DET Field Research NA NA NA NA NA
PHVL LARY: Exec. 011. N.Central Emo ad.
Q2: What major business closures have occured in the last decade?
ASHBURNHAM GARDNER HUBARDSTON PRINCETON TEMPLETON
LARRY ADAMS: Gardner Redevelopmt AuthorHy lost retail Con at Ball (1(0), Social Services (welfare) & other Curtis Lumber none Temple Steward FurnIture (100)
Slate Aoencies.
ROB HUBBARD: Cily PlanninQ DIrector Ethan Allen GEM ind.(450I, Colear Keywoortll (F>NCarolina) same none same
JAMES MURPHY: Gardner Redeveloomt Aulhor~y
BETSY HANNULA: CDC Exec. Oir. NA dOWlllown retait stores NA NA NA
RITA BOURGEOIS: Director, CAC
DAVID NADZAK' Templeton resident NA NA NA NA Stuart Paper (sold to another)
LILA MICHAUD: Mont Reoional PfanninQ Comm. NA NA NA NA NA
MARY RICHER: DET,Fleld Research NA NA NA NA NA
PHYl LARY: Exec. OIl, N.Central ErnD Bd,
Q3: What are some major openings or expansions to the economy?
ASHBURNHAM GARDNER HUBARDSTON PRINCETON TEMPLETON
LARRY ADAMS: Gardner Redevelopml Author~y NA SBent & Nichols furniture (fin aid), Mackee Corp(wood), NA NA NA
Consol Ceramic Co. Garlock (prinlshopltissue paper)
ROB HUBBARD: Cily Plannino Director NA Maior relail stores (Boxl. H&R 1646 touns-exo 60-220\ NA NA NA
JAMES MURPHY: Gardner Redevelopmt Author~y
BETSY HANNUlA: CDC Exec. Oir. NA "Worl<ino Caoilar ror small bus orowthrtheater mom/oool NA NA NA
RITA BOURGEOIS: Director CAC
DAVID NAOZAK: Templeton resident NA NA NA NA NA
LILA MICHAUD: Mont Regional Planning Comm. NA NA
,
NA NA NA
MARY RICHER: DET Field Research
PHYL lARV: Exec. Oir. N.Central Emp Bd.
)'
Q4: Wh~t organizations exist in the region that reflect economic development?
ASHBURNHAM GARDNER HUBARDSTON PRINCETON TEMPLETON
LARRY ADA'~S: Gardner Redevelopmt Authority New Ind Comm (aggressive) CAC, COC, Sq 2, other (fight specific projects) NA NA NA
ROB "VBBA ~D City PlanninQ Director same same NA NA NA
JAMES MUR;>HY: Gardner Recevetoomt Authority
BETSY HAWMLA: COC Exec. Dir. NA COG the Senior Center NA NA NA
RITA eaURGEOIS: Director, CAC
DAVID NADZAK: Temoleton resident NA NA NA NA I olannino aoencv orouos
LILA ~'ICHA'JD' Monl Reaional Plannino Comm. NA COG COC GRA. all toaether NA NA NA
MARY RICM=R DET Field Research
PriYL LARY Exec. o.r N Central Erno Bd
QS: How would describe the community character of the region?
ASHBURNHAM GARDNER HUBARDSTON PRINCETON TEMPLETON
LARRY ADAMS: Gardner Redevelopmt Authority hous.ing devel, inlra needs process 01 shift in econ, diversily. aware 01 opp/constr., need lor bal 01 residleco dev high OOL, $. Wash Mt-economy mixed bag. no zoning but 101 size
stabilize, expand Ebase, well political issues and locus a problem route 2 adv.,sand & gravel bedroom comm.. no desire rar indo 4 villages, not a balance
manaaed shadow or Fitchba
ROB HUBEJ,:-RD: City Plannino Director little char backward laokino. don't see luture divided many orablems not in area! closed comm. like Gardner
JAMES MURPHY: Gardner Recevelocmt Authoritv
BETSY HAI\;NULA: COC Exec. Oir. NA NA NA NA NA
RITA 30URGEOIS: Director CAe
DAVID NADlAK: Temoletan resident NA NA NA NA aid POD. laid back
LILA I.1ICH,o\.UO:Mont Reaional Plannina Camm. see oeriPherv town-services lots 01 effort work as camm. look around area orob with 2 112 -tax base. resid $. fiscal conservatives. ooen sim to Princeton but more open
work with Gardner FI. Devons deveioomt-ccmotment more with downt.QYffi,recycle? to ideas but not industry to small industry.
MARY RIChER: DET Field Research NA troubled area NA NA NA
PHYL LARY: Exec. Dir. N.Central Emp Bd.
Q6: What are some constraints to the region?
ASHBURNHAM GARDNER HUBARDSTON PRINCETON TEMPLETON
LARRY ADAMS: Gardner Redevelapmt Authority need to stabilize economy don't provide employment so kids leave, increasing division, lack 01 rocus, inlra none 4 village menta lily
(balance and mix) elderly population, diversily eco, prob of Local Rule, needs.
$ ror schools level or educ.single mothers.health.Manul.
~OB HUBeARD: City Plannino Director NA Manu!. Heritaoe: old view or place 21E isolated NA NA NA
ceooraotncauv in history. slow inteorauon.
:AMES MI.,;~PHY: Gardner Redeveloomt Authority
3ETSY HA~JNULA: COG Exec. Dir. NA neoative attitude NA NA NA
~ITA BOURGEOIS: Director CAC
JAVIO NADZAK: Tempteton resident NA NA NA NA sewage, old pOP.skilled lab.
water tower and road reoair
ULA MICH.:"UO: Mont Recional Plannino Camm. lack of resources and services same same same
'AARY RIC-lER: DET Field Research NA lack 01 diversity NA NA NA
?HYL LARY' Exec. Dir. N.Central Emp Bd.
ORDP: GREATER GARDNER AREA
~ ASHBURNHAM GARDNER HUBBARDSTON PRINCETON TEMPLETON-
-
Population Total: 1980 4075 17,900 1,797 2.425 6,070
1990 5433 20.125 2797 3,189 6,438
Black: 1980 0 101 - 4 4 14
1990 0 316
..
3 0 74
Asian: 1980 0 30 7 9 °1990 19 248 I 10 9 8
Hisnanic; 1980 66 149 5 4 24
1990 42 439 7 0 34
ke Total 0-4: 1980 287 1 126 151 188 379
1990 442 1,518 243 249 425
5-17: 1980 990 3.268 460 575 1 472
1990 1.157 3.025 612 684 1,234
18-24: 1980 394 2,299 163 171 624
1990 373 1,942 161 165 513
25-44: 1980 1 179 4.188 588 919 1,648
1990 2,033 6,843 1,125 1,206 2234
45-64: 1980 789 4,017 288 388 980
1990 971 3.406 457 663 1,143
65+: 1980 436 3002 147 156 767
1990 457 3 391 199 222 889
: Median Aze: "1980 30.5 33.4 28.5 30.3 32.2-
1990 32.3 34.0 32.2 35.1 34.8-
Total Aee Female: 1980 2021 9,477 874 1,191 2,940-, 1990 2,665 10 114 1,380 1,618 3,206
0-4: 1980 129 563 87 84 167
1990 203 727 116 159 202
5-17: 1980 496 1,650 201 299 697 !
1990 520 1 482 309 326 623 i,
18-24: 1980 169 81 89 287 !; 1,198
l 1990 230 979 66 72 / 249 :
! 25-44: 1980 574 2,068 . 292 I 462 752 ;
! 1990 1,029 3055 559 630 1,120 I
I 45-64: 1980 410 2,102 147 183 615 !
I 1990 434 1,775 210 306 517 I
! 65+: 1980 243 1 863 73 90 429 i
I 1990 249 2,096 I 120 125 495 !!
i Median A2e: "1980 31.9 35.3 28.7 30.4 32.7 i
I 1990 32.6 35.6 32.0 34.9 34.8 :I
i Native To State: 1980 3,155 13 451 1,457 1 734 5.124 :
I 1990 4,049 15,168 2,250 2,435 5,265 !
i U.S. Born: 1980 3,876 15,954 I 1 703 2,344 5,8J7 !
I 1990 5,210 18 387 2,737 3,120 6,171 :
i Foreran Born: 1980 199 1,945 94 81 233 :
! 1990 223 1 738 601 69 267 !
~~ Worked in County: 1980 1,475 7389 688 I 1,046 2,413 :f<-
2,1'09 1,449 , 2,661l 1990 7,534 1,191
'" : ! -- . - -
- Out of county: 1980 67 394 49 52 62
- 1990 471 929 196 323 29~-~ Out of Stale: 1980 59 24 0 12 28
- 1990 120 170 20 33 66
Mean Travel to Work: 1980 19.3 14.4 26.4 26.6 16.3
I 27.0 27.0! 1990 20.0 31.0 23.0
Elementarvl Hil!h School: 1980 1.010 3221 477 615 1.337
1990 900 2605 503 576 1 035
Colleaet 1980 139 790 67 114 132
1990 226 921 85 98 223
Bach Dearee or Hlahcr: 1980 436 1 081 184 508 266
1990 561 2.120 263 583 281
Waee/Salarv Worker: 1980 $1.571.00 $6867.00 $619.00 $905.00 $2246.00
1990 $1.770.00 $6.490.00 $1 033.00 $1.199.00 $2046.00
Local Government Worker: 1980 $127.00 $608.00 $85.00 $141.00 $110.00
1990 $334.00 $559.00 $99.00 $226.00 $240.00
Self Employed Worker: 1980 . $78.00 $370.00 $48.00 $97.00 $117.00
1990 $159.00 $399.00 $115.00 $135.00 $242.00
Azriculture ForI Fish: *1980 7 59 44 42 9
1990 25 21 61 55 54
Mlnlnz: 1980 0 0 0 0 0
1900 0 0 5 0 0
Construction: 1980 45 202 36 97 94
1990 124 325 138 148 187
f- Manufacturlnai 1980 820 3954 310 352 1 315
f- 1990 766 2.801 396 349 874
Transnortatiom 1980 35 l3,s 40 42 76t-
1990 41 279 49 58 137
Communications & other: 1980 48 209 7 12 54
1990 55 143 13 16 79
Wholesale Trade: 1980 15 188 17 33 68
1990 112 452 59 98 157
Retail Trade: 1980 267 1.014 111 153 340
1990 396 1 306 149 294 451
Finance! Insur: 1980 27 211 33 88 S9
1990 210 339 57 93 96
Services: 1980 558 1.940 209 381 610
1990 808 2753 432 588 915
Public Admin: 1980 48 349 23 31 64
1990 186 345 53 106 117
Manazerial/ Prof: 1980 595 1 346 206 491 379
1990 880 2.218 442 827 793
Technical. Sales. Admin: 1980 379 2228 193 313 687
1990 834 2.652 330 324 823
Service: 1980 235 1.207 81 123 340
1990 266 1.263 138 153 387
Farming, Forestry: 1980 7 55 39 34 20.
1990 34 36 52 29 34-- ..~-.~ Precision Prod: 1980 214 1055 139 149 446
1990 • 428 886 233 129 518
I --.-~-..
! Ooerators. Labourers: 1980 440 2584 172 12~1 817
i .--
1990 281 1 674 227 12!8 512
- ".---- \ Labor Force Total: 1980 1,973 8844 968 I ,L!.M£t 2.784
- 1990 2931 9677 I 1 535 1 8\611 3,363
Unemployment Rate: 1980 5.0 4.0 4.0 3;~\el 3.0~
1990 7.1 9.4 7.4 3c3 8.8
Median Family Income: 1980 $21 275.00 $18,413.00 $21.958.00 $25,503.{~ $20,254.00
1990 $45,359.00 $35,430.00 $47,853.00 $55.143.00 $38.074.00
Per Capita Income: 1980 $6731.00 $6638.00 $6358.00 $8.917.00 $5.933.00
1990 $15,595.00 $13.207.001 $15,575.00 $21.386.,00 $13 347.00
Poverty: 1980 6.0 10.0 3.0 4.,(,) 5.0
1990 6.2 11.0 4.0 1:9 4.6
Median Gross Rent: 1980 $234.00 $205.00 $259.00 $264.;.00 $186.00
1990 $601.00 $440.00 $526.00 $565::-.00 $421.00
Median House Value: A 1980 $37000.00 $34300.00 $39,100.00 $60 000:,,00 $33.900.00
1990 $123400.00 $111 900.00 $134.900.00 $191 OOOrAJ.(} $112,000.00
Median Year Built: 1980 1950 1939 1958 1\9;64' 1942
1990 1957 1941 1973 1'97'3 1951
Total Housinu Units: 1980 1 849 7477 623 S:57 2,082
1990 2,279 8654 1025 1,1lOB 2,276
Feul Kerosene: 1980 987 4831 347 ~}1 1 437
1990 1 410 5054 627 ~TO 1,730
Public Water System: 1980 962 7 132 II 25 1 576
1990 1 296 8,222 48 33 1 722.
Public Sewaze Service: 1980 73 6,938 9 2.6 494-----
1990 106 8,051 48 31 878- "\
- LQcaI Aid Per CaP: "1980 --
1990 72.11 443.94 69.32 285..42 185.08
EQV per cap; "1980
1990 53605 38913 65.348 70/"/1"£5 47,337.: dAtA from STFI
.: includeo dAta (or minio2
': dat Crom LluJd 8""k ·Dist ress Index'. .Jaa. 3. 1993
All other dAta (rom STFJ Ceca ua eot\mates at MISER
"
) Gardner EOl., _)onomiC Data
Employment Trends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Sedor: Mining
Year Ashburnham Gardner Hubbardston Princeton Templeton Total
'1982 0 0 0 0 0 0
1963 0 0 0 0 0 0
1984 0 o 0 0 0 0
1985 0 0 0 0 0 0
1986 0 0 0 0 0 0
1987 0 0 0 0 0 0
1988 0 0 0 0 0 0
1989 0 0 0 c 0 0
1990 0 c 0 c o 0
1991 0 0 0 c o 0
Net Change: 0
____ E=m:_:..:ploymentTrends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Sector: Government
Year
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1999
1991
Ashburnham
155
163
170
107
99
99
100
98
99
215
... "
Gardner
1280
1115
1122
1139
1055
1107
1149
1155
1162
1163
Hubbardston
94
90
99
89
75
69
82
98
95
106
Princeton
82
86
105
112
111
119
126
133
121
117
Templeton
224
201
220
226
261
263
261
262
2.57
2.45
Total
1835
1655
1716
1673
1601
1657
1718
1746
1734
1846
NelChange: 11
) )
Gardner EDu Economic Data
Employment Trends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991printed 09/04/92
Sedor: FIRE
Year Ashburnham Gardner Hubbardston Princeton Templeton Total
1982 c 266 c c c 266
1983 c 266 c c c 266
1984 c 273 c c c 273
1985 10 309 c c c 319
1986 c 384 c c c 384
1987 c 364 c c c 364
1988 c 343 c c c 343
1989 c 359 c 11 c 370
1990 199 c 9 c 208
1991 c 209 c 8 c 217
Net Change: -49
-employment Trends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991printed 09/04/92
Sector: Services
Year
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
Gardner
1453
1521
1543
1546
1634
1599
1782
1897
1806
1772
Hubbardston
20
12
15
14
16
'20
24
26
46
45
Ashburnham
213
212
228
234
247
274
269
289
282
256
r • '.,
Princeton
55
c
c
c
213
237
251
195
204
192
Templeton
203
212
220
239
260
255
282
293
272
242
Total
1944
1957
2006
2033
2370
2385
2608
2700
2610
2507
Net Change: 563
-.-
Gardner El .nornlc Data "f .,
Employment Trends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Sector: Transportation
Year Ashburnham Gardner Hubbardston Princeton Templeton Total
1982 30 331 c 16 72 449
1983 33 236 c 19 65 353
1984 37 224 c 22 66 349
1985 37 242 c c 69 348
1986 31 290 c c 74 395
1987 30 329 27 c 75 461
1988 29 331 25 c 78 463
1989 24 254 33 c c 311
1990 24 263 42 c c 329
1'991 20 297 c c c 317
Net Change: -132
Employment Trends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Sector: Wholesale/Retail
Year
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
Ashburnham
121
133
139
154
155
154
165
158
153
151
Gardner
1465
1477
1717
1785
1904
1968
1944
1886
1858
1703
Templeton
87
86
100
98
134
118
110
151
138
130
Total
1723
1763
2018
2147
2329
2447
2456
2428
2357
2158
Hubbardston
15
c
c
51
69
122
134
116
85
65
Princeton
35
67
62
59
67
85
103
117
123
109
Net Change: 435
Gardner EDD. Jomic Data )
Employment Trends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 ·1991printed 09/04J92
Sector: Contract Construction
Year Ashburnham Gardner Hubbardston Princeton Templeton Total
1962 c 136 c 25 17 178
1983 c . 144 c 24 19 187
1984 c 153 c 28 33 214
1985 c 164 23 30 31 248
1986 c 205 43 34 49 331
1987 31 232 81 55 65 464
19~a 25 242 83 60 67 477
1989 20 147 51 36 50 304
1990 13 121 39 26 35 234
1991 10 115 32 12 28 191
Net Change: 19
Employment Trends Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 ·1991printed 09J04/92
Sector: Manufacturing
Year
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
Ashburnham
171
197
187
174
193
194
179
136
95
93
, .. "
Gardner
4176
3975
3800
3400
3371
3603
3646
3232
2895
2711
Hubbardston
63
60
75
106
139
154
153
167
138
73
Princeton
c
18
19
26
24
27
34
c
27
37
Templeton
559
493
543
503
498
456
516
398
273
258
Total
, 4969
4743
4624
4209
4225
4434
4528
3933
3428
3172
Net Change:
Gardner EL. )conomiC Data )
Employment Trenc Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Sector: Total Employment
Year
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
3991
Ashburnham
706
756
794
784
754
791
777
735
673
757
Gardner
9109
8737
8835
8589
8847
9207
9452
8950
8321
7982
Hubbardston
218
209
249
309
369
474
509
514
485
407
Princeton
222
353
478
462
476
540
597
529
532
495
Templeton
1168
1083
1184
1170
1278
1236
1320
1219
1046
977
Total
11423
11138
11540
11314
11724
12248
12655
11947
11057
10618
Net Change: -805
Employment Trenc Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Sector: Agriculture/Forestry
Year Ashburnham Gardner Hubbardston Princeton Templeton Total
1982 C c 0 c 0 0
1983 c c 0 c 0 0
1984 c c 0 c 0 0
1985 c c 0 c 0 0
1986 c c 0 c 0 0
1987 c c 0 0 0 0
1988 c c c c c 0
1989 c 20 c c c 20
1990 c 16 c c· c 16
1991 c 12 c c c 12
Net Change: 12
I· • "
ihift Trends
Year Town Total Govern-
ment
Princeton - 175
5 Year 0.552114 0.149802
(ave)
10 Year -1.22973 -0.42683
Agri
Forestry
Fisheries
Gardner E[;. JonomiC Data .
Mining Contract Manu-
Contruct facturing
na na 0.503529
na 0.52na
. Transp Wholesale
Comms & Retail
Utilities Trade
na na 0.14371
na na -2.11429
FIRE Sevices
na 1.485659
na -2.49091
) • •••• j
) \ ),/,&momic Data ,.,. IIGardner El
Shift Trends S
Year Town Total Govern- Agri Mining Contract Manu- Transp Wholesale FIRE Sevices
ment Forestry Contruct facturing Comms & Retail
Fisheries Utilities Trade
Princeton - 175
1982 0.371105 0.046512 na na -0.04167 na 0.157895 0.477612 na na
1983 0.261506 0.180952 na na 0.142857 0.052632 0.136364 -0.08065 na na
1984 -0.03463 0.0625 na na 0.066667 0.269231 na -0.05085 na na
1985 0.029412 -0.00901 na na 0.117647 -0.08333 na 0.119403 na na
1986 0.118519 0.067227 na na 0.381818 0.111111 na 0.211765 na 0.101266
1987 0.095477 0.055556 na na 0.083333 0.205882 na 0.174757 na 0.055777
1988 -0.12854 0.052632 na na -0.66667 na na 0.119658 na -0.28718
1989 0.005639 -0.09917 na na -0.38462 na na 0.04878 -0.22222 0.044118
1990 -0.07475 -0.03419 na na -1.16667 0.27027 na -0.12844 -0.125 -0.0625
1991 na na na na na na na na na na
Ave 0.071526 0.03589 0 0 -0.16303 0.137632 0.147129 0.099116 -0.17361 -0.0297
!' • ,I'
~.
)~
Gardner EDL- )conomiC Data
)
Employment Trenc Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Year Town . Total Govern- Agri Mining Contract Manu- Transp Wholesale FIRE Sevices
ment Forestry Contruct facturing Comms & Retail
Fisheries- Utilities Trade
Princeton - 175
1982 222 82 c 0 25 c 16 35 c 55
1983 353 86 c 0 24 18 19 67 c c
1984 478 105 c 0 28 19 22 62 c c
1985 462 112 c 0 30 26 c 59 c c
1986 476 111 c 0 34 24 c 67 c 213
1987 540 119 0 0 55 27 c 85 c 237
1~88 597 126 c 0 60 34 c 103 c 251
1989 529 133 c c 36 c c . 117 11 195
1990 532 121 c c 26 27 c 123 9 204
1991 495 117 c c 12 37 c 109 8 192
Ave 468.4 111.2 0 0 33 26.5 19 82.7 9.333333 192.4286
;hift Tre nds
Year
)
Town Total Goyern- Agri
ment Forestry
Fisheries
Hubbardston - 004
5 Year 0.29484 -0.30773
(aye)
10 Year -0.86697 -0.12766
T-empleton - 010
I' • "
5 Year 0.164851 0.113241
(aye)
10 Year 0.163527 -0.09375
) .
Gardner EDLJ economiC Data
Mining Contract Manu-
Contruct facturing
na na 0.840585na
na na -0.15873na
na na 1.155462 0.186402
na na -0.64706 0.538462
Transp Wholesale
Comms & Retail
Utilities Trade
na 1.828986
na -3.33333
na 0.28504
na -0.49425
FIRE Sevices
na -1.00625
na -1.25
na 0.175009
na -0.19212
)
) ) )
Gardner EDD r::conomic Data
Shift Trends S
Year Town Total Govern- Agri Mining Contract Manu- Transp Wholesale FIRE Sevices
ment Forestry Contruct facturing Comms & Retail
Fisheries Utilities Trade
Hubbardston - 004
1982 -0.04306 -0.04444 na jja na -0.05 na na na -0.66667
1983 0.160643 0.090909 na na na 0.2 na na na 0.2
1984 0.194175 -0.11236 na na na 0.292453 na na na -0.07143
1985 0.162602 -0.18667 na na 0.465116 0.23741 na 0.26087 na 0.125
1986 0.221519 -0.08696 na na 0.469136 0.097403 na 0.434426 na 0.2
1987 0.068762 0.158537 na na 0.024096 -0.00654 ·0.08 0.089552 na 0.166667
1988 0.009728 0.163265 na na -0.62745 0.083832 0.242424 -,0.15517 na 0.076923
1~89 ·0.05979 -0.03158 na na -0.30769 -0.21014 0.214286 ·0.36471 na 0.4347~3
1990 -0.19165 0.103774 na na -0.21875 -0.89041 na -0.30769 na -0.02222
1991 na na na na na na na na na na
Ave 0.058103 0.006053 n n -0.03259 -0.02733 0.12557 -0.00712 0 0.049228v v
Templeton- 010
1982 ·0.07849 -0.11443 na na 0.105263 -0.13387 -0.10769 -0.01163 na 0.042453
1983 0.085304 0.086364 na na 0.424242 0.092081 0.015152 0.14 na 0.036364
1984 ·0.01197 0.026549 na na -0.06452 -0.07952 0.043478 -0.02041 na 0.079498
1985 0.084507 0.1341 na na 0.367347 -0.01004 0.067568 0.268657 na 0.080769
1986 . -0.03398 0.007605 na na 0.246154 -0.09211 0.013333 -0.13559 na -0.01961
1987 0.063636 -0.00766 . na na 0.029851 0.116279 0.038462 ·0.07273 na 0.095745
1988 -0.08285 0.003817 na na -0.34 -0.29648 na 0.271523 na 0.037543
1989 -0.16539 -0.01946 na na -0.42857 -0.45788 na -0.0942 na -0.07721
1990 ·0.07062 ·0.04898 na na -0.25 -0.05814 na ·0.06154 na -0.12397
1991 na na na na na na na na na na
Ave ·0.02332 0.007545 0 0 0.009974 -0.10219 0.011717 0.031565 0 0.016843
"
,
,- .. '
) . )
Gardner Eu.fEconomlc Data
Employment Trenc Source: Employment and Wages in Massachusetts' Cities and Towns 1982 -1991 printed 09/04/92
Year Town Total Govem- Agri Mining Contract Manu- Transp Wholesale FIRE Sevices
ment Forestry Contruct facturing Comms & Retail
Fisheries Utilities Trade
Hubbardston - 004
1982 218 94 0 0 c 63 c 15 c 20
1983 209 90 0 0 c 60 c c c 12
1984 249 99 0 0 c 75 c c c 15
1985 309 89 0 0 23 106 c 51 c 14
1986 369 75 0 0 43 139 c 69 c 16
1987 474 69 0 0 81 154 27 122 c 20
1988 509 82 c 0 83 153 25 134 c 24
1989 514 98 c 0 51 167 33 116 c 26
1990 485 95 c 0 39 138 42 85 c 46
1991 407 106 c 0 32 73 c 65 c 45
Ave 374.3 89.7 0 o 50.28571 112.8 31.75 82.125 0 23.8
Templeton - 010
1982 1168 224 0 0 17 559 72 87- c 203
1983 1083 201 0 0 19 493 65 86 c 212
1984 1184 220 0 0 33 543 66 100 c 220
1985 1.170 226 0 0 31 503 69 98 e 239
1986 1278 261 0 0 49 .498 74 134 c 260
1987 1236 263 0 0 65 456 75 118 c 255
1988 1320 261 c 0 67 516 78 110 c 282
1989 1219 262 c 0 50 398 c 151 c 293
1990 1046 257 c 0 35 273 c 138 c 272
1991 977 245 c 0 28 258 c 130 c 242
Ave 1168.1 242 0 0 39.4 449.7 71.28571 115.2 0 247.8
, .'
Gardner ED. ....onomic Data
)'
GEDD Aggregate Employment Trends
Total Govern- Agri Mining Contract Manu- Transp Wholesale FIRE Sevices
ment Forestry Contruct facturing Comms & Retail
Fisheries Utilities Trade
Year
1982 11423 1835 0 0 178 4969 449 1723 266 1944
1983 11138 1655 0 0 187 4743 353 1763 266 1957
1984 11540 1716 0 0 214 4624 349 2018 273 2006
1985 11314 1673 0 0 248 4209 348 2147 319 2033
1986 11724 1601 0 0 331 4225 395 2329 384 2370
1987 12248 1657 0 0 464 4434 461 2447 364 2385
1988 12655 1718 0 0 477 4528 463 2456 343 2608
1989 11947 1746 20 0 304 3933 311 2428 370 2700
1990 11057 1734 16 0 234 3428 329 2357 208 2610
-1991 10618 1846 12 0 197 3172 317 2158 217 2507
\' I"
·,
Gardner EDD Economic Data
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